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FORWARD

Curriculum development is.a continuous and unending activity. Responsible
and concerned classroom_teachers and other educators through their own initiative
undertake activi.Vies directed toward the Improvement_of curriculum. In addition,

"Jerom f.ime to time changes occur in the societal conteXt which provide special
impetus for serious and considered attention to the questions of what ought
young people to become and how can currictlum contribute to the development of
valued capabilities.

In 1972,-the Minnesota'State Board of gducation issued a policy statemerit
'indicating their commitMent to the provision of equal educational gpportunity
'for all. The Bbard recommended that sex role stereotyping and all practices
which perpetuate sexual stereotyping in schooi programs be eliminated. The re-

'"--commendatibn further indicated that'appropriate action be.undertaken to eliminate
sex.bias from cur.ricular and instructional materials used in'elementarY and
secondary schools.' In 1974, a contractual agreement was initiated by the Division
of Vocational-Technical Education of the Minnesota State Department of Education
with the Department of Vocational-Technical Education and the Division of Home'

,icOnomics Education of the University of Minnesota for the purpose of developing
p curricular materials in-home economics which Would provide equal edtcational
opportunities for boys and girls at middle school/junior high school ievel.

Audrey Grote, Vocational Program Super Lsor for Consumer Homemaking, served
. ,

as the representative of the.Btate Deparimiel of Education to the project..
Dr. Roxana Foxd, chairperson of the Division o! Home Economics Education, Univer-
sity of Minneota, was director of the project. Helen Henrie, instructor in'
home economics education, University of Minnesota, "served as leader for the seV.-;

eral develqmental phases of the ProjeCt: Twenty-fbur junior high school home
economics teachers participated in the development, field trial and revision,of
the units. Additional junior hign/middle school teachers particiated in the

4

field tria the units. 0
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DIMELOPMENT OF CURRICULAR MATiRIALS

Selection of Teacher Writers:

Middle achool/junior high achbol pome economics teachers throughout the
state were surveyed in 1974 to dltermine their interest in and,need for cur-
ricular materials in home 'economics which would be free of sex role stereo-
typing. A number of the respondenia indicated that the 1ail:3 economics pro-
gram in their school would be integrated during the 1975-76 adhool year. 'Fbrther-
more; they expressed a need for curricular'naterials which' would present tasks
associated with home and family living as appropriate for females snd males.
Approximately 30 respondents indicated their interest in participating in the

. Home Economic curriculum development project at the middle school/junior high
school level. From this group, twenty-four teachers were'identifiedtO partiaipate
in the development of materials and in the field trial of materials in co-

.

educational classes.

Decision to Develop Mini Units:

' Data gathered.regarding the scheduling of classes in home .economics _at the
middle,sdhool/liknidr high school level indicated that the semesteelength offering
was most often used for requireCand elective courses in home ecanomics. The
second most frequently used scheduling wis the yeartlong CoUrse.followed by tri-

'mester and quarter length offerings.- 'This data appeared to reflect the practice
of scheduling girls into home,economics and.boys into industrial education.
With the introduction of co-educational classes it seemed reasonable to assume
that new courses would be of'shorter duration in order to accotodate.larger
numbers -of%students ih the same facilities and time frame. Furthermbre, shorter

. units of study seemed to-be appropriately matched to the developmental interests
of early adolescents. Therefore, it was decided to develop curricular materials
which could be taught in relatively short periods of time; thus providing students
with opportunities to explore-several deep of study within a 6, §, or 12 week .

-period of instruction. 7IR term mini unit was coined to desctibe the Short self-
contained curricular taterials which would be designed ta provide boys and girli
learping opportunities in home economics.

Selection of Mini Units for Development:

Curriculum development involves the consideration of,alternatives spd the
making of choices among those alternatives.-As curriculum is planned fhe following
questions arise:

`1,1111st changes in pupil behavior or capabilities.ought to result from the ex-
' periences which comprise the curriculum? ,.

What knowledge, skills and attitudes afe necessary for Pupils to develop if
the objectives of curriculum sre to 'be accomplished?

What approaches to learning will assist students in accomplishing the ob-
jectives of the Curriculum?

Whai means can be used to determine whether students live accomplished the
objectives of curriculuil?

Answers,to these questions maw 'be formUlated in a variety Of ways. Fbr this
project the teacher-writers from various locations in. the state participated in
a series of meetings at which timR the following basis for curriculum developm t

were examined: conceptions of the learner.and the learning process, developme tal
characteristics of the early adolescent, current,societal conditions and pur.mses
of the field of home economics. As a result of this study the following po of

3



view-reghrding.the purpose of instruction in home economica 'at'the middle echool/
junior high schoOl level was developed.,

IP is assumed that individuals, both female and male, have the right to
full self-deyelopment. 'FurthermOre, the individual is viewed as possessing the

1.potential for the development of a variety of capabilities. The indi ual is

considered an active agent in directing her or his owp development. Gr h.and
development Wcapabilities, is believed to result when the individual interafts
with the environment. As the individual interacts with the environment, he or
she is.capahlai.of developing meaningful knowledge apd.of interrelating and or
ganizing kno4Tedge. The\developing person is d011istdered capable of complex be-i ,

havior involving consider'ing ideas simuZtaneoualYy.ordering them and-adapting them
-to meet new situations. This conception of the learner gs self-directing,

.

possessing the potential for continuous growth and development, and capable of
exercising intelligence'in coping with life circumstancea'applars to lpe consistent

V with a spciety which is dedicated to and dependent upon the development of free,

rational, and 5esponsible individuals.

Young people of middle mhool/junior high school age,hae reached or are
approaching a stage of development which is characterized by seargh for individual
identity, new levels of physical maturation, desire for group acceptance, and
the development of intellectual abilities related to problem solving and value
development. The*emergence of these charaoterjistics has implibations for the
development of curricular materials which will foster in students comprehension
of physical and social environment in which they live. Furthermore, curricular
materials whicI woUld.be consistent with these capabilities would develop stu-
dents'ability th make'informed and reasoned dec sions.and tb execute them effec-

tively.
.

, 77
The desirability of aesisting young-peopl deveo these capabilities

becomes-more apparent in the gonteXt of'societ onditions. .Individuals in the

currently complex and ever-changing society f life situations for which there

are few,,if any, .satisfactory ready made solutio

4.
, .

: Among the areae of living in which individua36:. are required to:5 seek solutions
and assume personal decision making power are those which have as their focal
points_personalf home arid 'family life. As individuals make'personal decfeions
and.interact with family members, other individuals, and groups,\conditions are
produced which affect the well-being of those involved. Furthermore, when indivi-
duals interact with objects and materials which are related to the home and per-.
foi6 tasks associated with home and family.living, conditions are produced,which
affect the development of people. .Simply stated the decisions of individuals,
regarding what to do and what not to do in the realms of prsonal4 home and family
life result in conditions which may be beneficial to the developMent of human
potential or may be"detrimental to that development. With theseideas in mind
it was judged that curricular materia11- In home economics at the'middle School/.

junior high school level wou\ld foster self-development and provide for equal
educational opportunity if they provided opportunities for boys and girls to
consider the roles they may asqume as family'members, consumers and wage-earners
in home economics related occupatiOns,.and if they encouraged boys-and girls to

explore decision making taWcs related toqpersonal, home and family living.

The developmental characteristics of young people, current societal context
and knowledge of the field of hOme economics, were 1.1ed.as guides in-the identifi-
cation of decision making tasks likely to be experienced by middle school/

, junior high school students. -Through a process of consuitationyhich involved Audrey

Grote, Helen Henrie' and the teacher-writers, 25 mini uniVs were selected-for
q

development. -
r--,

.
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The deVelopment and writing stage of the project was carried on, froM August

1974, through Manch 1975. During this time, materials.underwent several revisions

and copies were prepared for field trial. Twenty-tmo units Were completely developed.

.Arrangement for.flteld trial of the mini units were begun in. November 1974.
A letter inviting pOticipation" in the field trial was sent to middIicsch01/

junior high,school home:economics teachers. To the group of. 131 teddhers who

responded indicating an interest in the Xield trial, 205 mini units were distri-

buted. At the close.of the field trial in-June 1975, ninety-five units had beeni
returned jidth completed.field trial data. ach of the nftii units .had been used

with at least,bne group of studentsv Several wer tised in six to eight

classes. .The average number of field tria per was 3.130. A total of

.3,566 students partiCipated in the field rial. Se enty-eight percent were female

and twenty-two percent,were males. EValuations of he mini unit xe-re completed

by the teachers andAhe.studentS responded to an ionhaire. 46ponses from'the
teachers and students were considered in the rev sion of the mini units.

Revision of the mini units included the f lOwing activities. Evaluative

statements from the 'field test teachers and s udents were summarized. A con-

feren& was held with each teaChier-writer'to examine the evaluations and identify
fUrther modifications which would enhance th9 units. The finhl revision of tAe

units Was carried.out by the project leader and assistants.

throughout t,he develOpment of the mini units a conscious effort was made

to eliminate sex,role,stereotyping. The decision-making tasks and the related
body of kpowledge.which are focal points of the mini unit's are those engaged

in by females and males. Furthermore, all tasks are presented as appropriate for

both men and women. Females and males are depicted as successful And unsuccessful.
Members of both sexes are depicted in a variety-of roles. The major Portion rof

the conceptual 'content rylated to the various decision tasks applies equally to

:/females and,males. For example, clean hands, clean clothing and hygienic

praétices reduce the likelihood.of contimination of food. Also, a child's third

year is one of physical growth and development. Coordination.of largg muscle

develops and the child,is capable of running,, riding a tricycle, and carrying
large, lightweight objects: _Small muscle coordination also develops and the

child feds herself/himself with greater skill and'handles'other objects with

bettercoordination: When'a difference.in empirical knowledge occurs

and is related to sexi statements which describe or'apply to males and females

are .identified.

ForMat,Of the Mini.T4pit:,

Each mini unit is cooposed of an intrOductery paie, the body-of the unit,
and a section of support materials.VThe introductory page provides an overvew of
the unit, including'a brief descriptaon of the focus of the unit, A statement ef

ratiOnale, the objectives, suggested grade level, and an estimation of the,time

required for completion of instructiOn. The body of the mini Unit is composed

of three sections. The ,Conceptual-Content contains statements whigi identify

the concepts and generalizations which Ar relevant-to the exploratiah and under-L.,

Standing of the areas of study and achievement of the objectives. The PUpil7

Teacher Interaction describes the. particular approach to learni:hg which is being

.suggested. The role pupils and.teacher in carrying out the activities are
identified together witli the support materials to be.useds The Supp ort Material



section identifies by number and page the suggested materials which can be

used in the pupilteacher interaction. ,In some instances, a copy of the material
is provided and in other instances the-materiat is to be secured from a source
identified in the refe ence section which appears at the end of each mini unit.
araluation procedures a e not included in the mini units as time did not allow

for the development of th epect of the materials.

The mini wiits are identified as level I or level II. Level I units provide

basic learnings'in an area and assume no prior formal educational experience on.
the part of the students. These mini units are suggested for grades 6 - 7.

Level II units extend learningi and introduce new learnings in various decision

areas These units are suggested for students in grades'8 9. The suggested

time required for completion of a unit of study varies from 3 - 9 weeks. Units

which irlporpgrate considerable laboratory experience require 6 - 9 weeks.
4
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IMOD( TO MINI UNITS,

CAREER EXPLORATION

, What Do People Do All Day?

Looking at Food Servl,ce

Ehjoying and Understanding YOung Children

Jobs: Sewing and Selling

,UTHING AND TEaTILES

Clothing Care Rnd Repair

Personality, Lifestyle and.Clothing

Consumer Clothing

CONSUMER BpHAVIOR

Consumer'Decision Making 10

,Dealing With Dollars

it

Page

8

8

8

9

9'

10

Metric Mind - 11

NUTRITION AND FOOD PREPARATION

. 'Good Health Through Nutrition: How Do fou Measur*Up?

Nutrition: Etying and Selling

Foods With Taste Appeal

EnjOying Outdoor Cookery

HOUSING.

Space for Living

PERSONADEVELOPMENT

Grooming and You

11

12

12

12.

13

Becoming a .Person A Lifelong Process 13

Making the Most of Your Resources 14

UnderstandingYourself and Human Sexuality - 14

Together: You and Your Family., 14

"\L4ining to Care for Children 15

%P.
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SYNOPSIS OF MINI tNITS

Career Exploration

Uhit Title: %Mat Do Oeople Do All Day?

Uhit Focus: In an effort to allowyoung people
to explore lifestyles, this unit emPhasizes.an
investigatiop of those activities carried on
-within the home, at one's chosen occupation and
-during leisure time. The unit attempts to help
young people uhderstand the relationship between
choices made and the resulting lifestyle. Stu
dents are alerted to the personal power they
can eiercise to develop a desirable,and satis
fying lifestyle. An exploration of home econo
mics wage earning occupations and the occupation
of consumerhomemaker are included.

Unit Title: Looking at Food Service

Unit Focus: Die focus of this unit is the ex
ploration of various food service occupations.
Through study trips and simulated experiences,
students have the opportunity to become ac'
quainted with several occupations related to
the preparation and scrvice of food in quan
tity. Instruction is planned to faMiliarize
students with those areas of study which are
basic to sevkral food service occupations.
Included are sanitation, service of food, safety,
job satisfactions and preparatiod for various

jobs. Basic food preparation techniques, use
of equipment and cost control are included in
the'unit but are not major points of emphasis.'

Unit Title: Enjoying and Understanding Young
ChiVren

Unit Focus: The care and guidance of young
children is the theme of this unit. Direct
experience with preschool Children is suggested

as a primary, learning experience. The ac*.vi
ties and procedures carried out with-the chil
dren in the preschool are considered in terms
of their effect on the development.of the young

child. Attention is directed to career oppor
tunities rblated to child Care.

8
9.

f

11,

Suggested Time: 3,weeks.,

Level: II-
,

EducatiOnai 4ackground: None

required.

Suggested Time: weeks..

-Educational BackgroUnd: It is

suggested that this Unit be
taught to boys and girls who have
a basic understanding\of food
preparation and have sOme
familiarity with food Preparation
from an experiential base.

Vb.

Suggested Time: 6 9 weeks.,

Level: II

. Educational Background: None

required.



Career Exploration (Ont.)

Qnit Title: Jobs: Sewing and Selling

Unit Focus: The clothing industry is used all
a vehicle.to introduce students'to the economic
system and the role of producers and consumers.
An item made from textiles is selected by stu
dents and teacher to be produced'in the class
room and sold. Students participate in making
managerial decisions and perform taske..as pro
duction.workers in a 'simulated factory. Job .

applications, interviews, and time.work records
are completed by students. Attention is given'
to satisfactions associated:with various Jobs.
Students have some opportunity to develop
sewing skills. ,

Clothing and, 'Textiles

Unit Title: Clothing Care and RPpair

Unit Focus: Clothing Storage; laundry and simple
repair. AtttntiOn to procedures and the effect
of procedures on the appOttrance and life of
wearing.apparel.

Unit Title: Personaiity Lifestyle and
Clothing

,

Unit Focus: Clothing selection for the indi
vidual is the

jentral

theme of the'unit. At..-

tention is giv h to the functions of clothing
and the influence-of values in the process of
selecting clothing. An introduction td ward
robe planning is incorporated. OpportUnities
are provided fof students to examine and observe
actual fabrics and garments. These experiences
are used to develbp understanding of the elements
'of cdlor, texture and line as they relate to
clothing design and.Selection.

V

Suggested Tilmet 6 weeks.

Level: II

Educational Background: It is
assumed that students have some
backgrpitind in clothing Con
strucfion and limited experience
in the operition of the sewing
miching. If student's have had
no experience, the suggested
time should be'extended 1 2
weeks.

Suggested Time: 2 3 weeks.

'Level: I

Educational Background: None
required.

Suggested Time: 2 3 weeks..

Level:. I

EduVational .Background: None
required.,
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:Caothi4 and Textiles __(cont'.)

Unit VP: Consumer Clothing

UnitcFocus: Alternative methods of-adquiring
clothINkare explored in terms of 'resources re-
quired and problems or risks involved. Knoledge
of the pi-operties of textile fibers and_informa-
tion provided by textile product labels are pre-
sented as resources useful in acquiring clothing
whether *thing is purchased ready-made or self-
eponstructed. Indicators of quality in garment
Construction are identified, and students have .

the opportunity to examine and'compere garments
for quality of construction. Attentibn is given

to ;actors which affect'prices charged and the
relationship.of price and quality. Experiences

are provided"which encourage students to relate,

factual information to clothing acquisition prO-
blems and deCision_making.

Consumer Behavior

,

Suggested Time: 3 weeks.
4

Level: II

Educational background: None

requfred.

Unit Title: Consumer recision Making Suggested Time: 3 - 4 weeks.'

Unit Focus: Consumer decision making is'ap-
proached as an activity directed toward the
satisfaction of needs and one which is.influenced
by a-variety of factors including the knowledge
and values of the consumer. It is suggested

that.students select.a cemsumer decision'mak-
ing project which can serve as a point of re-
ference for the learnings incorporated in the

unit. Class activities focus on understanding
the relationship of various factors to consumer

, decision making. Merchandising practices in- ,

eluding packaging, labeling, advertising and
pricing are studied as well as other sources
of information available to the consumer. Stu-

dents have the opportunity to participate in

the sevellal phases of consumer decision making.

,lo

13

Level:. II,

Educational Background: None

required.

Nr



Consumer Behavior (cont.)

it,11 Dollars

Unit Focus: The unit introduces students to
the functions of money in meeting needs and
wants of individuals. Experiences in the unit
piovide opportunities to develop underStanding
of such concepts as goals, values and resources
as they relate to goney management behavior.
Sources of money incbme and practices which
increas,0 purchasing power or extend money income
are among the cbncepts presented 'which enable
the student to examine her/his own money manage-
ment practices. ,

'Suggested Time: 2 - 3 weeks.

Level: II

Educatio4al Bdckground:' None
required.

Unit Title: 'Metric Mind Suggested Time: 2 weeks.

A .

-Unit Focusz. The unit' provides a short and
-basic introduction tdAhe'thetric system of Level: I or II
measureMent._ Etphasis is on learning to think

metrically. The major part of the Unit in-
cludes understanding the basic 'units of measure-
ment in the metric system-and their inter ',

relationship. Students,have some opportunity
to use the metric systeM in simple problems.
ACtivities in sections are designed to acquaint
the stUdents with the use ok. the Metric system
in thexiblb of consumer and homemaker.

Nutrition and.Food PreOaration

I\, a
Unit Title: Gobd Heaith Through Nutrition: :Suggested Time: 2 - 3 weeks.

HOw 100 Ybu Measure-up?

.1

Educational Background: None

required.

Unit Focus: The basic food nutrients and their
effert'on the health and well-being of indiVi-
duals is).sthe central theme of the unit. Through Educational Background: None

experiences in,the unit, students have the op-- required.

portunity to become familiar with the Recommended
Daily Ihretary Allowances for the basic nutrients

and sources for those nutrients. The caloric
value of foods and the relationship of calorie
intake to calorie output is studied. As the nu-
trients are studied, students will either test
food samples for nutrient content or see demon-
strations of tests for nutrients. 'Opportunities
are provided'fpr students to taste foods which

supply nutrients in significant amounts and to

determine from reliable sources the.nutriqnt and

calOric value of foods. 1.

Level: I



Nutrition and Fbod Preparation (cont.)

Unit Title: Nutrition& Baying and Selling.

Unit Focuu The selection of foods which will
provide adlquate nourishment is )ts focus of
this unit. Factors which infl nce food
choices are identified. The commended
Dietary Allowance is introdu is a guide'to
the selection of foods. Nu itional labeling,
food fads and fallacies, fOod advertisements e

and food price's ate examined to determine their
usefulness in'the- selection of foodS" which pro
vide essential putrienta. EXperiences incor
porated in the unit provide bpportUnity for
students to dbserve, describe, differentiate,
compare, and formulate generalizations.

Unit Title: "Foods With Taste Appeal
/

Unit Focus: The unit provides an introduction
to learnings/which"are basic to thb.preparation
'of foods that are nutritious and appealing to
the appetiXe. Demoistrations,-films and il
lustratedipresentations'are used to help students

,developflearnings related to nutrition, sanita7
,tion, personal hygiene, safety, standardized
recipe's, food preparation equipment and prihci
ples 'for the preparation of selected foods.
Labotatory experiences are suggested which will
provide direct experience with the various learn
ings.

Unit Title: Enjoying Outdoor.Cookery

4,

Unit Focus: Ihred types of outdoor food pre
paration settings provide an organizational
structure for student ,activities in the class

room and outdoors. Principles of food storage,
preparation and serving are included in the unit.
Meat, vegetable and pasta cookery principles
are presented with attention to adaptations-to,
outdoor.facilities. The preparation of quick
breads,.desserts and beverages from recipes
adapted to outdoor preparation are included.
The-basic nutrients and their functions are
incorporated in the unit as various typesbf
food which provtde those nutrients are studied,.
Laboratory lessons are interspersed throughout

the unit. IL is suggested that several pre
paration and serving experiences be performed
in the outdoor settings.

12

1_ 5

Suggested %:iiimeL weeks.

level: II

Educational Background) Learn
ings th the unit assume previous
study of nutrition.

Suggested Time: 3 - vreeks.

Level: I

Educational Background: None
required:

Suggested Time: 6 weeks.

'Level: , II

Educational Background: This

unit is appropriate for students
wpo have completed basic food
preparation and nutrition
courses.



Housing

unit Title: A Space for-Ilving

(

Unit FoCus: The aim of the uzlit is to develop
students' awareness of the enviropmlnts in which
they live and to develop their ability to modi-
fy thbse enirironments in ways:which will satisfy
needs. Particular attention is directed tosuch
aspects-of homa.environmOnt as color, line
pattern, arrangeMent of Turnighings, utiliza-
tion of space and care of space and iture.

Experiences are incorporated in which students:
have4the opportunity to simulate cho. e-making
and consider effects which result froi choices
made.

ersonal twielopment

'441

nit Tit(le:-Grooming and You

.t.Focus: .Persona Appear
pr ctices, and the c oiCe of
.pr ctices are foCallp
care of:physical featur
hair, and nails, is Studi

e4 grOoming
ersonal grooming
the unit. The

cluding
Experiences, are

provided which illustrate the development of',
grooming practices over time and the relationshdp
of selected practices to cultural norms and
Physical health. -The seleCtion of personal care
products is used as a means of in_tioducing stu-
dents to consumer decision making.

Unit Title: Becoming a perso - A Lifelong
.Prqcess

Unit Focus: This unit is directed to helping
students develOp a realistic and favorable self-
coricept. EXperiences in the unit encourage stu-
den-ts to accept themselves and seekopPortunitie5
for growth.and development of petaonal potential.
Individuals are presented as trustworthy, capable
and able.to exercise self-determination in
regard to personal development. Conforming and

4
stereotyping as ways of behaving are examined'
in terms of the probable effects.on personal
development. Students have some opportunity .

to exercise independent thinking and express
persornal ideas through value clarification nd

communication exercises.

13

aaggest,ed Time: 3 - 4 weeks.

'Level: II

Educational Background: None

required.

r-\

'Suggested Time: 3 weeks,

Level:

-Educational Background: None

required.

Suggested Time: 2
4 ,

Level:

eeks.

Educational Background: None

required.



PersonalAlevelopment . cont.)

Unit Titre: Making the Most of YOur Resources

Uhit Focus: This unit introduces qtudents to the
managemerit process. The meanings of the con
epts, gbals, reSources ahd values are developed

as well as the interrelationships of these.con
cepts in, the several phases of the management
process.! SeVeral activities in the unit pro
vide Oportunities for students to work through
planning, controlling ahdevaluating phases of
the probess.

Unit Title: UnderStanding Yourself-and.Human
Sexuality

Unit Focus: The unit introduces students, to
'sexuality as a part of human development. At
tention is given to the physiological components
of sexual development and to the attitudes and
feelings about sex which develop as individuals

mature. The.unit provides accurate information
regarding the physiological development of
sexuality in females and males. The various
modes of seXual behavior and the pPobablp con
sequences of these behaviors are examined.
Experiences are incorporated which.encdarage the
student to think through possible courses of
action in regard to sexual behavior and the con
sequences of those actions.

Unit Title: You and Your Family
. 1 4

Unit Focus: The unit is designed to enhance the
students'- understanding and appreciation of the

family as a unit of interdependent individuals
whose interactions result in environments which
affect the development and wellbeing of indi
viduals. The unit atteMpts to develop students'
awareness of the potential of families of

varying.structures for meeting the needs of
family members. A problem solving strategy .

is introduced, as a fram'ework for the exaMinatibn
and consideration of problems which family mem
bers may experience as they interact with each

other. Students have the opportunity to select
a conCern of interest to them and work through
the problem solving strategy in regard to that'

concern. Communication exercises and values

clarification activities are incorporated

in,the problem solving strategy.

-14

1 7

Suggested Time: 2 weeks.

' Level: I

Educational Background: None

required.

Suggested Time: 3 4 weeks.

Level: II

Educational Background: None

required.

§uggested Time:

,evell I

Educational Background: None

:required.

,



) PersOnal Develoliment Pont.)

Unit Title: Learning to Care for Chiidren
*'

Unit Focus: The unit introduces thecstudent bp
the concept of child care. Children-from
infancy to preschool age are presented as develop-
ing individuals. .11-le responsp4lities 4 the
child care person (baby sittei.) and the proce-
dures used with children are considered in terms
of theieffects,on the welfare'and development
of the child. imployer-employee relatiOnships
and responsibilities are considered. An over-
view of other careers related to the field of

s,
child care is included.

ft

1 f3

15

Suggested Timer

s.

Educatbnal Background: Nohe
rp.quired,
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TITLE: CLQTHLNG CARE AND REPAIR.

UNIT FOC S: Clothing storage, laundry and simple repair. Attention to procedures aykr the effIct of
procedures on the appearance and life of wearing apparel.

RATIONALE: The junior high school student is in or approaching a developmentalage when both the
desire to be independent and the capabilities to assume some responsibiliti arg present at the
same time. eine of the areas otliving in which the student can learn to exeidise independent and
responsible behavior is related Ito care of crothing. The aspects studibd in this imit are those over
winch the student can eXercise control and can observe consequences of behavior. Examination
of the effects of selected care /end repair procedures on the appearance and wrformance of

, clothing which will be e'conomically and personally satisfying.
,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
. Comprehension of the quali edbf clothing which inflnence ratinp of satfacti n

Knowledge of the characteriitics Of clothing which influence Choice of storage p cedures
Comprehension of the charaCteristics of storage facilities and procedures

a simulated or home.sitti n-
Qomprehension of the effect of storage proceduresgon the appesapoe and performanfr clothing.
Practices appropriate storage procedures in
Knowledge of the purposes for laundering clothing

, Comprehension of the effeet Of selected laundry procedures on the
4

of clothino /

appearance-
.

, IComprehension of the use/of care label infanta on in making decisio ing laundry
. . ,

. procedures ': ' '
Practices desirable laundry procedures when Caring for clothing in a simulated or home situation

'Comprehension of the factors which affect choice of fasteners for various closures on clothing
Comprehension of the effeet of pnicedures for attachment of fasteners on the performance and

appearance Of the fasteners -, .
Ability to do simple hand sewing involved in repair of garments .

. Willingness,to do simple1hand sewing repairs on personal and family clothing.
. Knowledge of concept cif job satisfaction

REQUIRED EDUCATIONAL foltEREQUIerE: None. Level I. .1

SUGGESTED TIME: 2-3 Weeks.

20
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

The performance qualities of a
garment (durability, wrinkle
resistance, absorbancy) are factors
which may make a garment
satisfying to an individual.
The overall "appearance(color,
texture, style, fit) is a factor Which
may make a garment satisfying to
an individual.

a

The appearanee and performance
of garments are affected by ire
wear received.
The appearance and performance
of garments are affected by the'
care received.
Storage, cleaning and repair are
types of care which affect the
appearance and performance of
garments.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
Pre-Teaching: Collect'pictures and garmynts of MATERIALS
current fashions. Garments may. be limited to one or
two types. (e.g., shirts, pants). S.M. 1

Introduction: Display garments arki pictures:
Direct students' attention to iteMs; continue by

-e
asking: ,

Which of these garments would you enjoy wearing?
Why did you select that garment?
Record responses-and reasons on chalkboaid or
overhead. '

Encourage students to identify all of the reasons
which influenced their choice'.
When a number of pupils have responded, ask:
What reasons seem to belong in the same group?
Why would these reasons belong in the same group?
What other similarities do you find?
In general, what can we say about factors whith
influence choice of clothing?
In general, whatefactori help to make a garment
satisfying?
Can those same factors make.a garment less
satisfying? Can you give an example to illustrate

k that itliba?
-1

Pre-Teaching: Collect 3-4 garments of the same type
in varying degrees of upkeep and repair (e.g., pants,
shirts, blouseg).
Display garments. Focus attention to the similarity
of type. Ask:
As you look at the garments, what do you nofice
about them? What features help to distinguish each
of the garments?
Record responses on chalkboard.
What may have happened to produce the appearance
you noticed?
Record responses O n the chalkboard.
Would the person who ownea these items enjoy
wearing them as they dopear? Why?
Would the person who owned these garments find
that they perform as well as they might? Why?
What factors seem to have contributed to a change
in appeaiance and performance of garments?
Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of storage situations. c9 S.M.2

Transition: One of the types of care which may
affect the appearance and performance of clothing
is storage of clothing. We are going to read several
situations in which individuals are making decisions
about storage of clothing.
Pass out Written situations to students.
Some of the situations are marked A and some are
marked B. It is our job to discover why the A's are
marked A and how they are alike or different from
the situations marked B.
As we try to find out why the A's are alike, it may be
helpful to think about the following: (Write,on
chalkboard or overhead.)



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
i

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERITIOk.
1) What ar4he.p,eople doing?
2) What are the reasons for their actions?
3) What happens as a result of the actions?
4) How did they feel ab ut the results?
Pupils and teacher take urns reading the illustrations
in the support materia1 and continue by questioning.
What do you think might be the same in the two A
situations which we read?
Record on chalkboard all the reasons pupils give.
As reasons are given, be certain that they are true

.0 for all of the excerpts labeled A which have been read.
Read an excerk labeled B.
Question.: How is what happens in this situation
different...from those marked A?
Continue to read the excerpts. Questi n students to'
bring out similaritiesin the A's.
Contrast with the B's.
Encourage students to Ilse the excerpts tbrrive at
the factors involved in a satisfactory stow decision.

A satkfying clothing storage decision
involves:

consideration of the clothing
chageristics wanted as a result of
the sctorage;
matching the clothing characteristics
to storage procedufes whisch will
retain those characteristics;
use of appropriate procedures; and
use of appropriate facilities.

Selection of satisfying storage .

procedures for an item of clothing
.depends on knowledge of the following
factOr*

characteristics of the fabric from
which the garment is made
particular style features of the
garment
storage facilities and procedures
which are available
effect of a procedure on fatIric
characteristics and style

The goal of clothing storage is to
retain the original color, sytle and
shape of the item.
Clothing storage facilities or space
which can be closed will prevent
dust, light and odor from reaching
the garment.
Clothing storage space which is free ,

from nails, splinters, etc., or in
other words, space which is smooth
will prevent garments being damaged
by snaps. etc.
Simple storage equipment is available
which Will help clothing to retain its
Shape and style and prevent
accumulation of dust, dirt, etc.
- variety of hangers

dust covers

Wiaen p. clear idea of a satisfying clothing storage
decision has been formulated, continue by asking:
What could this idea we have talked about be called?
Transition: If an individual wanted to be able to make
decisions with Which he or 4ie would be satisfied,what
ideas would it be helpfuPto understand?
Lke specific examples from the printed materials to
point up various ideas.
e.g.,'Sam knew he would not wear jeans again. He
knew that they would wrinkle when piled on thil
floor. It was o.k. because it would result in what he .
*anted.
e.g., Frank knew how he wanted the sweater to look.
He didn't know how rib-knits would stretch.
Choose an incorrect kind.of storage for the item.

Pre-Teaching: Collect items which may be used in
storage of clothing.
Collect several shirts and blouses, several sweaters,
srveral pairs of slacks, pleated skirts.
Present a short iustrated talk on the characteristics
of home storage Ipace. Illustrate ways in which
space may bebsed to meet storage needs.
Present short illustrated talk on the characteristics
of adequate storage space and equipment. Use real
garments and equipment to illustrate way of retaining
garment appearance and,performance qualities.

1-4

SUPPORT
MATERIALE

S.M.3



CONCEPTUAL CsONTENT
Handling clothing during storage
can help to retain style, shape an
prevent additional wrinkling.

folding items for flat stor
- hanging items to prevent.wrinkling
- hanging items to-maintain creases

Observation isva process of using
one's senses to experience what is
happening in the world.
The Senses of sight, hearing, taste,
touch and smell are the ones
commonly used to gather information
about the world.
Observation also includes describjng
exactly what has been sensed.
Being accurate in observation and ,

reporting observations is part of
pining new ideas.

eir

PUPIL-T ACHER INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Refer to S.M. Effects bf Storage
Procedure on Fabrics.
Preimre cosies of directions for the experiment;
and observItion forms.
Introduction: Read o? refer to example of Jack-
and Ruth (S.M.) Continue by asking:
Have you ever had an experience similar to either
of' these.people?
During the nekt several days we will have a chance
to learn more about storing clothing and the effects
Of certain storage procedures.
Read directions-for the experiment as a clops to be
certain-thatthe total class is fpniliar.with the whole
experiment as well as their olin part.
Ask questioni to clarify the work studerls will
undertake.
Circulate; ask-questions to give assistance as students
prepare Reps, for storage according to directions given
ori S.M. 1

-
Pre-Teaching: Assemble several objects somewhat
unfamiliar to students or pictures of p rsons dressed

clothing of another culture or er .

Prior o the time that the students wi I examine the
garniejits for the effects of storage procedures, the
follo ing lesson cab be taught:
Transition:ithen scientists carry out experiments
to diseover new knowledge, part of their work is to
be careful experimenters and to follow the procedures
exabtly.
We had a similar experience when the clothing i,tems
were stored.
Another part of discovering new ideas is being a careful
observer of the experiment.
Show students several somewhat unfamiliar objects
or pictures. Ask:
What do you see?
Can you tell us any more about what you see?
Reward all responses which Aurately describe
something observable about the objects or pictures.
If responses are interpretations i.e. The man is
wearing funny pants. pursue the fallowing line of
questions:
Do you think everyone would look at those pants
and describe them as funny?
What do you see that makes them funny to you.?
What do you see about the way they are made?
What then are you seeing?
Point outylow the senses are used to gather information.

1-5
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COhCEPTUAL CONTENT

Interpretation means to assign or
give sorrre additional meaning to
what Was been observed.

0:

4

Cloth^ made from knit fabrics,
which have a tendency to stretch
and conform to the body shape,
will also take tile shape of the
hangers on which they are being
stored.
Knit fabrics retain their original
shape when smoothly fohltd and
stored flat..
Garments made from knits which
do not stretch and sag will retain
their appearance if placed on hangers
adequate to support their weight.
Garments with pleats, Creases or
tucks as part of their styling will
keep those features when they are
placed on hangers which allow the
feature to hang straight.
Folding,'crumpling or hanging,
which add creases to the garment
as it is stored, are likely to be
retained in woven fabrics and may
be retained in some knit fabrics.
When garments are hung over hooks
or nails, they may pull out of shape
or a hole maSr be puneiled in the
garment. These results are more
likely to occur when a second or
third garment is placed oyer the first.

(
PUPIL-TICHER INTERACTION
When you describe if that way I can look at the
picture and see it. That is observing.
When we judge something or give meaning to it
beyond what is sensed, then we are interpreting.
Continue to guide students througb,examination
of pictures. Encourage them to observe and
describe clearly and accurately. -

Identify instances of interpretation as they occur.
Now that we have smile skill in-observation, let's
try to observe and describe some characteristics of
articles of clothing.

A,-

Teacher displays a gar ent with some wrinkles,
creases, etc.
Work withlittolents to se woriis which aciurately
describe condition of garments.
Ask students to explain how they can use observation
in looking at the storage experiments.
Transition: Today we will iv these Observation
Forms to record what we sePas we exarnine the
experiments.
Explain how to use the forms torecord information.
Students may examine experiments and describe
what is observed. Guide them in observation and
description.
Circulate. Question. Guide students to use of words
which describe rather than interpret.'
As each group of students completes the observation
and recording, the teacher will talk with them about
their findings.
What types of fabrics were the garments Made of that
you tested?
What did you obserye about those garments and the.
(A) procedure?
As you look at the different results, do you see any

Why might this have happened?
When each group has formulated their conclusions
as to the effect Of storage procedures on the .

particular fabric and garment styling, the gnAips
will report their conclusions to the total class:

2 1
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CONCIPTUAL CONTENT
Woven garments appear to retain
their appearance when placed on
hangers which will support their
weight.
Folding woven garments appears

'to produce a crease mark at the
fold line.
When clothing is to be stored'for a
long period of time (1-6 months),
certain procedurei may be necessary
to prevent moth damage.
Moth damage occurs when the
insect is in larva stage..
Wool or wool blend clothing is
eaten as food, leaving hales in the
clothing:\
Moth damme can be prevented by:
cleaning clothing before storage

.(soil attracts moths).
StOring in sealed garment bags with
,moth balls prevents damage to wool
garments.
Clothing made from fabrics other
than wool does not require special
care other than cleaning before
long-term storage.

Option41
To prevent dust from accumulating
on shoes during storage, keep them
coventd.
If soiled shoes are stored with soil
adhering, prolonged contact with
the dirt may cause permanent stain
and more difficult removal.
Allowing shoes to air out after
wearing will allow moisture t6
evaporate, increasing the life of the
shoes.

SUPPORT ,
PUPI L-TEACHER.INTER ACTION MATERIALS

Present 10-15 minute iIQtrated talk.

Teacher, with the help of dstudent(s) Might
demonstrate shoe care and severallvays of storing.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble examples of laundry
aceidents. Students, teacher and other faculty
members may contribute to collection. (Accidents
are items of clothing which have been changed in
appearance or performance characteristics clue to
incorrect laundry procedure.)
If Possible, secure information regarding the,
procedures which were used and cost of the item.
A catalog may be used to estimate cost.
Transition: C011ect care labels or garments'
containing care labels. Students may-also contribute
to the care labels.
Displiy.garments in classroom. Direct students'
attention to specific garments and describe what
happened and cost of repla,.!ement of the garment.
Students may describe those which they bring and
replacement costs.
At the close of the infOrmation gathering, total the
dollar value and ask:

1-7
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' CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Thi, appearance and life expectancy

jot' garments (color, texture, shape, ,
size and style'features) are affected
by thn-wo-tedurmusedin laundering

. , the garrnents. ,

Laundering-refers to washing, drying,
ironing qr. pressing of clothing or
textile products.
Clotning.is laundered to maintain
appearance and preserve life
expectancy of the.garment

Several.garment characteristics
determine the specific laundry
procedures which will result in
retaining.garment appearance and
preserving life expectancy of the
Orment. Included are:

fiber confent
method of construction
method of application of

color and pattern
special fabric finishes

In 1972 a permanent care label law
was enacted which hasthe following
provisions: The permanent'care
label must give clear instructions
regarding the method of washing,
method of drying, method of
ironing, use of bleach and
information which indicates
Whether the garment can be dry .

cleaned or should be dry cleaned.
The permanentcare label is to
remain legible and attached to the
garment for the life of the garment.
All fabrics and garments which are
priced at more than $3. muSt carry
the label, unless exempted- from
the law.
Items eXempted includeheadwear,
footwear, and handwear.
Items that are completely washable

:costing less than $3. are not required
to have a permanent care label.
When your goods are purchased, care

'labels can he obtained from the seller
of the yard goods.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
What can we'say abouteese items'?
What do these items illustrate?
What do they show us?
What feelings do you think theirowners might have?
Transition: The garments which have been viewed
illustrate some-results which the owner and/or
launderer probably did not intend to have occur.
What laundry,pr cedures ere being carried out
when the.accid OCCU rred ?

Why -iS clothin ndered? What results do we hope
to achieve when clothing ts laundered? .

List responses on chalkboard. EnceUrage each
.. student to respond.

Refer to several of the accidents and ask'.
What information would have helped prevent the
accident?
i.e., color absorbency of white nylon illustrated in
off-colored garments (fiber con t and characteristiCs);
and

. , .
i.e., color faded - effect o water tempetatureon
color: açd color in - type of dye and method
of appliôition.
Where ca nsers and launderers of clothing get
informatio which will help them to avoid laundry
accidents?
Accept answers:Help students to7e1arify and explain

,their idea.s. .

Present information regarding the requirements to be
met by care labels by writing it on tbe chalkboard or
transparency.
Divide students into groups and give each group
several of the garments collected previously or
written descriptiorm.that appear on care labels. Have
students determine whether care labels contain the
information required. Report findings to total class.
ROse questions reiarding items which do not have
care laws.

What information .found on care labels would help
prevent, laundry accidents?
If a garment ispurchased and the care instructions
are on the package, how can the consumer be certain
to have this.informatibn available when needed?

SUPPORT
MATERIAS

Pre-Teaching: Identify hooks and pamphlets which
information on stain removal and laundry procedures. S.M.11

20
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Several procedures can be used to
insure that clothing which is
laundered.will be clean and
maintain original appearance.

Sorting:
Clothing is sorted before
laundering to separate items which
Might be damaged if laundered under
the same conditions or together.
When sorting clothing the following
should be considered:
Color: Colored clothing may fade
on to other light or white items or
the brightness of the ;colored items'
may be decreased by inappropriate
water temperature.
Amount and Kind of Soil: Heavily
soiled items are separated from
lightly soiled items to prevent a
transfer of soil in the wash water.
Type of fiber: Fibets react
differently to wattr temperature
and amount of agitation. Fibers
are separated to insure conditions
which are appropriate to different
'fibers.

PUPIL-TEAdHER INTERACTION
Prepare copies of survey: My Share in Family
Clothing Care, Stains and Stain Experiment and
Recording Form.
Prepare large footprints outlines in various colors
for display around the room. Title: "Steps to a
Perfect Laundry."
The name of each step may be recorded in.the
footprint.
Transition: Divide students'into groups.to search
for information related to the steps. Students can
seek information which answers the following
questions: -

What is included in the step?
How is the step carried out?
What are Ihe important ideas to remember.in the step?

_What accidents might occur if the step iS done
incorrectly?
Each group of students is to oloare information they
have found at the particular step is presented in class.
Allow time for student search for information. Direct
students in report of ideas related to sorting: Clarify
as needed.

Pre-Teaching: Collect a number of items which
resemble the mix of garments in a family laundry,
or have each student describe the care label
information from several (3 to 5) of their garments.
Pictures from catalogs or magazines may be
attached to the 3 x 5 cards on which the information
is recorded.

2 7
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Garments Requiring Repair:
Mending rips and tears and completing
other repairs before washing will
prevent the tears from becoming
larger and will insure that freshly
laundered garments are ready to
wear without the need ot further
handling which might result in
wrinkling.

Spots or stains caused by food or
other materials may be removed if
treated according to procedures
appropriate to the fabric and the
staining material.
A guide which gives directions for
removing particular stains from
particular fabrics will safeguard
against damaging the fabric.

Information regarding the removal
of stains is available from the
United States Department of
Agriculture and local agencies of
that department.

Spailipilikains are more readily
rtmdlltrd irthe correct treatment is
used before any other procedure is
carried out on the garment (i.e.,
ironing; wearing, laundering without
pre-treatment.)

'SUPPORT
PUP4L-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIALS-
Give each small trotip of 'students 7 to 10 cards
containing care information and garment
illustration. Each group is to sort the items into
groups which could be laundered together. When
sorting is completed, the groups are to report which
items were grouped together and the reasons for
the grouping.

Pre-Teaching: Divide class into groups of 3-4
students. Group studying step on stain removal may
assist in preparing materials for experiment.
Assemble fabric matches 4" * 5". Each group of
students will use Mvatches of the same type of
fabric. Collect staining materials such as chocolate,
mustard and catsup.

. -

Collect bowls or pans which can be used for cleaning
and rinsing solutions. Collect materials needed for
removal of sample stains..(It may be appropriate to
use only household itemTsuch as vinegar, detergents,
etc. If cleaning solutions are used, the safe handling"
and care techniques should be taught.)
Stain two fabric samples from each group of three
several days before the experiment is to be completed.
After thestain has set on one sample, apply heat by
ironing. "Allow other stain to go untreated until
students work with it.

Introduce theifection on stain removal by having
students cofMete the Stain Survey Form.
Share orally some of the students' experiences with
stains and stain removal.
*Student group may contribute their ideas.
Transition: 'R:kere are many different kinds of
fabrics and many different materials which cause
stains. It is difficult to decide which treatment will
remove the stain on a particular fabric.
To safeguard against damaging clothing it is best to ,
use reliable information.
Give students booklets or charts with the major guides
to stain removal.
Familiarize students with the form of the chart or
booklet.
Students may select a stain that they would like to
investigate and study the procedure.
The procedure may be recorded on experiment
observation charts.
Have students carry out the experiment as directed,
recording observations. When observation forms are
complete, the students are to report the group's
findings to the total class.
The chalkboard or overhead transparency can be used
to record all information in view of the total class.
Encourage students through question's to summarize
findings.
Which stains were more completely and easily removed?

1-10
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

, Preparing the washing machine for
laundering includes several procedures
common-to all machines.
The temperature of the water is
selected according to the type of
load to be washed. The care label
gives information about the .
appropriate temperature.
The range of terriperatlies of the
Water is indicated on the machine
dial. However, the actual
temperature of the water may
vary due to the regulation of the
water heating system.
Wash Water Temperature: In
general, hot water is necessary to
remove heavy soil. Cool or cold
water may be satisfactory for
light soiling. Your own personal
experience with cold water
washing is your best guide.
The amount of watentto be used is
based on the quantity of clothing
to be washed.
When the proportion of water and
clothing is such that the clothes can
be moved through the water, the
soil can be more completely removed
and sgspended in the water.
Overloading the machine reduces
the washing performance and puts
an additional strain on the machine.
The choke of washing cycle (length
of time and amount of agitation)
may be indicated on the care label.
A longer washing time is needed for
heavily soiled fabrics. Lightly soiled
fabrics need shorter washing time.

Selecting a detergent or cleaning
agent is a procedure common to all'
washing methods.
The detergent has the effect of
making the fabric absorb water
more easily, thus loosening the soil.
The detergent also has the effect of.
suspending the soil in the water so
that it is not redeposited on the
fabric.

,

The amount of detergent required
to wash a particular load of clothing
depends upon the type of washer ,
being used, hardness of the water,
amount and kind of soil in clothing
and the amount of clothing.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Which stains were more difficult to remove?
Were there some that could not be removed?
What general statements can be made about stain
removal?
Assign each grbup of students a particular load of
laundry from the sorting experience. (e.g., colored,'
heavily soiled work and play clothes, white
underwear, towels, etc.) Students studying washing
step may report.
Through the use of reference materials the students
are to determine the appropriate water temperature
and speed of agitation for that particular type,of
load. Student groups can report information and
explain effects which would result from correct and
incorrect procedures.

. Prior to student work on the problem, familiarize
students with information found on wahsing
machines through demonstration and referral to
instruction booklet.

Students may gain some understanding of difference
in speeds of agitation by listening to the machine in
Operation at various settings.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble two quart sized glass jars
with covers six to eight 6" x 6'squares of fabric
of light color, Vs cup of detergent and 1 tsp. measure.
Collect instruction panels from a variety of types of
detergent packages. Students may also bting
instruction panels.
Fill each jar 2/3 full of water (warm temp.). Place
three to four soiled squares in jar A, cover and set
aside. Place 1 ttp. detergent in jar B and cover and
shake. Place three to four soiled squares of fabric in
jar B. .

Giv eactrja o a different student and have them
sh e it gently or 30 seconds. Transfer to two
ot er students, hake for 30 seconds. Transfer to
two other stude ts and shake for 30 seconds.

*.
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CONCEPTWAL CONTENT

The inStructions on detergent
packages can be used as a guide for
how much detergent to use.
Consideration may also le given to
the use of more detergent if the
water is hard, the clothing heavily
soiled, or a large load is being washed.
Less detergent'may be needed for
soft water, light soil or small loads.
Using too little detergent may result
in incomplete cleaning of clothes.
Using too much detergent may
result in a film being left on the
clothes because all the detergent
and soil were not removed in the
rinse water.

Fibers and yarns which make fabrics
are pliable, flexible and can be
shaped.
The yarns are shaped into wrinkles
or ridges when pressure and heat
are applied to the fabric.
Wrinkles are produced at those
locations where the body applies
pressure and heat-to the fabric. (e.g.,
elbows, knees, waistline, back when
pregted against a chair)
Wrinfiles are produced in the spin or
wringer removal of water from
fabrics.
Wrinkles may be produced in the
drying of fabrics and in ironing and
pressing.

SUPPORT
PUPILTEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL!
Describe appearance of washing solution. Open
jars and remove fabric squares. Compare the squares
as to soil removal.
Draw conclusions regarding effect of detergent on
cleaning. Explain effect of too much and too little
detergent.
Develop hypothetical laundry situations which vary
in terms of the following conditions:
Type of machine, water temperature available, soil
of load to be washed, and hardness of the water.
Divide students into teams of three. Give each team
three or more detergent instructions panels and a
laundry situation. Students are to write a
prescription suitable to each situation.
Transition: Write the word "Wrinkle" on the
chalkboard in large letters. Ask:
What is a wrinkle? Describe the qualities of a
wrinkle?
Record responses on chalkboard.
Direct students.to examine their clothing and that of
their classmates.
Where do they find wrinkles? Record.
What is similar about the places where wrinkles are
found?
What places on garments do not often have wrinkles?
What is similar about those areas or places?
Record responses.
How do they differ from wrinkle areas?
What factors appear to be related to wrinkling?
Where in the laundering process are these conditions
present?

Pre-Teaching: Assemble garments or fabric swatches
which are wet and wrinkled and dry and wrinkled.
Display swatches. Ask:
How would you go about getting these wrinkles out?
Record responses.

4,..._Why would these procedures be successful? .\-,
Record responses.
Direct students to interlace their fingers to simulate
the interlacing of yarns in a fabric. (one over and one
under)

3 0
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'"CONCEWTUAL COOTENT
In the:Washin,g process moisture is
ailded.to fabric and ,ithe fibers and
yatris'bec*Opie pliable and flexible.

r 4The*rinklOs are Allowed to.slip
out.
In

r. J.plot.lOng moisture is
moil:wed 5y eVaporation and the
y4rns become less flexible and
qibre rigid.

,J

little.pressure is.applied during
.the drying procet wrinkles which

1/4 are present have/. opportunity to
:slip out and non* wrinkles will
he added. .1J

An even distribution of heat and
moisture around the clothing in the
dryer allows all fabrics to become
flexible and wrinkles to slip out.

Overloading of the dryer prevents
even distribution of heat and moisture
thus-preventing wrinkles from -

slipping out.
Overloading of dryer may also
resift in pressure being placed on
garments as they dry thus creating
new wrinkles.
Taking garments out of the dryer
while they have a small aniount
of moisture.in them and-hanging.
them will permit some of the
remaining wrinkles to hang out.
When clothing is not removed from
the dryer immediately, the residual
moisture and warm temperature
and pressure from piled clothing
will cause wrinkles.
Overdrying exposes the fabric to
temperatures which are harmful
to the life of the garment.
Finishes are applied to fabrics to
increase wrinkle resistance.
Three names that indicate that-a
finish of this type has been applied

'are:
- wash and wear

durable press
permanent press

The wiinkle resistance finish is
intended to last the life of the
garment.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Explain and illustrate that yarns are interlaced in
fabrics in a similar manner. Move fingers backand
forth. Note ease of movement. Compare to dry
fabxics and the ease with Which fibers and yarns can
nibve.
Wet fingers, interlace and moVe back and forth. Note
ease of movement. Compare to wet fibers and yarns

,in fabric.
As fingers dry, note ease of moVement and compare
to factora present when clothing is drying.

,

a

Explain the relationship olmoisture and the
temperature to flexibility of fabrics and wrinkle
release.
Following explanation of factors which effect
wrinkle release in fabrics, give each pair of students
a statement which makes a recommendation for
laundering garments.
Students are to explain why the procedure is
recommended.
Encounige students to consider the effects of
moisture, temperature and pressure of fabrics in
the recommended procedure.

-3 1
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-INTERACTION
If wrinkles are set into the garment
when it is manufactured, they are
permanent.
An application of heat and .

pressure higher than that used in
application of the finish will result
in new wrinkles being set in the.
fabric.
To avoid wrinklesin garments that
have wrinkle resistant finishes,
wash in cool to warm water arid dry
at low heat. .

Drip drying means to remove a
garment from the rinse water
before the final spin and hang it to
dry without being spun, wrung,
twisted or squeezed.
The care label gives information
regarding the method of drying
which will result in a smooth and
wrinkle free appearance and retain
the performance characteristics of
the garment.
Ironing a.-cl pressing are laundry
techniques designed to remove
wrinkles from the garnikrit while
preservint the texture of the
fabric and the shape of the garment.
Ironing refers to the process of
removing wrinkles from damp,

_washable clothing.
Heat and imeoure from the iron
are comb ned;with moisture in the
clothing o smooth and flatten
wrinkles. i,
Ironingi4i done with a sliding
motion vith the grainline of the
fabric.
Pressing refers to the process of
remoui g wrinkles by adding t,
moistu e as well as using heat and
pressure. *,

Pressing is done with a lifting
motion rathei than a gliding
motion.'
The selection of an ironing or pressing
temperature which will not damage
the fabric is essential if desirable =
results are to be produced.
The care label gives information
regarding the appropriate temperatures
for ironing or pressing a garment.
If there is no information, a low
heat Aging can be used to determine
the effect on the fabric. The
temperature can 13e gradually
increased until a temperature
whicik removes wringles and restores
appearance is determined.

-.)
tr

Pre-TeAchin : Assemble equipment used in ironing
and pressing.
Demonstrate the use and care of the equipmept.
Explain and show the technique used for ironing.
Select garments appropriate to class members (shirts,
blouses, jeans, slacics, etc.).
ljtilize the care label information in selecting an
ironing temperature.

I

Demonstrate and describe procedure for determining
temperature for ironing when care label is not
available or does not provide information.,

t\

Illustrate the effect of hot temperature on thermoplastic
fabrics.

illExplain and show the techniques use for pressing.

Contrast pressing and ironing.

Provide some opportunities for students to practice
use of equipment and decision making regarding
ironing andpressMg temperatures.

1-14
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

A clothing inspector performs the
*following duties:

- inspects worn, tprii or damaged
clothing to determine suitability
for sale or repair;
sorts articles and places them in
bins according to fabric, size, and
degree of serviceability.
removes salvage items, such as
buttons, straps, and buckles from
unserviceable garments. .

Checkers and inspectoriin garment
manufacturer perform 'th'e
following dlities:

examine garments for proper
- workmanship

- mark defects and items requiring
repair

- may make minor repairs
Clothes frequently worn require
occasional repair to retain their
appearance and wearability.
Newly acquired clothing may also
require repair to securely attach
fasteners and prevent their loss.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble several items of clothing
which need minor repairs. Fasteners may be missing
or loose. (Patching has not been included in this unit;
however, if you plamto teach techniques for patching
or mending of other tears, then include garments
which have these problems.)
Prepare recording form.
Divide class into teams of three students.

SUPPORT
MATERIALS

Give each team of students several garments to examine.
Explain that they are to be clothing inspectors or
quality control. persons. Their jokis to examine the
items of clothing and record those minor repairs
that are needed if the garment is to be suitable for
wearing and attractive in appearance.

Students will record the name of.the garmeht and the
Tepairs needed.
The amount of time given for the examination.of each
garment is to be controlled. Three to five minutes
per garment may be sufficient. When time is called,
the garment is to be passed on to another team of
inspectors.
When the task is completed, the students' recordings
may be checked for accuracy against a master list of
needed repairs. (Overhead transparency may be used
to present information.)

)

When accuracy check is completed, the students can
summarize their findings. The following questions
may be helpful:
What types of repairs were needed most in the
garments inspected? Next, least?
What problems might occur if the garments were
worn without repair?
How often do you wear clothing that is in need of
minor repair? Why?
Do you have some garments that you cannot wear
because they are in need of repair?
What kinds? How many?
Transition: Refer to student survey, "My Share of the
Family Clothes Care." Summarize practices reported
by the class. Question students as to the kinds of
repairs they do, if any.
Indicate that this part of the unit will help them to
learn to do some minor repairs.
Pre-Teaching:It isouggested that students have the
opportunity to practice doing the various techniques
that are included in the unit. A combination of
samples done by students and repair on garments may
be appropriate. A scavenger hunt by students to locate
garments in their homes needing repair is suggested
as a means of stimulating their interest and
participation.

3 3
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CONCEPTUAL aONTENT
The supplies and equipment used
in repairing clothing by hand sewing
include thread, needles, pins, pin
cushion, thimble and shears or
scissors.
The color, size and kind of thread
which is used in the repair of
garments affects the appearanCe
and durability of the repair.
Thread of a color similar to the
garment will help to make the
repair ihconspicuous.
The care abel of the garment will
indicate tSie type of fiber and provide
a guide fo election of the kind of
thread.
Iland sewinfAcedles are made in
.different sizes for different uses.
The size of the needle is indicated
by number. The higher the
number, the smaller and lighter
'weight is the needle. Size 9-10
are used with sheer fabric, size
7-8 with medium weight fabric
and size 6 with heavy fabric.
Needles of the size indicated
penetrate the fabric but do not
leave large puncture holes and are
easily handled.
A thimble protects the finger as it
is used to puch the needle through
the fabric.
A thimble is chosen to fit the
middle finge,kwith comfort.
A thread secured without a knot
provides a durable fastening and is
not likely to-Pul1 out.
The attachment of buttons is a
repair task that occurs frequently.
A button attachment which Will
give satisfaction to the wearer is
one in which the button is secure

° and the garment when buttoned
is flat, smooth and free from
puckers.
The placement of the button in
attaching it will influence the
smoothness of the closure when
the garment is buttoned.
To insure that the button is placed
in line with the buttonhole, close
the garment and put a pin through
the end of the buttonhole nearest
the edge if it is a vertical buttonhole.
Position the button for attachment
1/8" from this mark.
There are-two basic types of buttons.
Each can be attached to a garment
to produce a secure and attractive
closure.

'

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION --LMATERIALS
Pre-Teaching: Assemble several spools of thread of
each type and a variety of sizes, a variety of sizes of
needles and needle packages. '

Show and describe equipment used in repair.of
cltthing: Explain function and factors which
influencot selection and use.

Students can examine thread and needle samples
during or following explanation and illustration.

After selection is made, students may explain to,`e;
total class or to the teacher, orally or in writing,
reasons for selection of particular thread and needle.

Give each student a swatch of fabric which has been
labeled as to fiber content. Each student ip to selects is
the thread and needle which would be appropriate' .,,
to use in repairing agarmentInade of that fabric. i

Afteil selection is made, students may explain to ,
total Flass or to the teacher, orally or in writing, *
reasons for selection of particular thread and needle:
This i. ay be an appropriate time to teach students
to thr ad needles, secure thread without knots, and
and do some basting or other hand stitch which is'
simple and will give them practice in holding the ..k
needle and manipulating it. -s

,3
Pre-Teaching: Collect several garments whichl.."
illustrate characteristics of quality button
attachment and several which do not illustrate
these characteristics.
Garments for this purpose can be purchased at used
clothing sales and modified to illustrate the ideas.
They may then be retained as part of the department
teaching materials.
Display garments and ask students to identify those
which are of best quality in terms of button closure.
Characteristics may be summarized on the chalkboard.
Demonstrate and explain steps in marking button
placements.
Emphasize the relationship of the procedure to
attaining the best quality,button closure.
Provide students withopportunity to practice all
steps either on sample or on garments.

I.
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. SUPPORT
CONCEPTUAL. CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIALS
A button with a shank has an
extension of the button material
under it. This extensio'n contains
the hole through which thread is
attached to the fabric.
The shank of the button raises tile
button from the garment surface
and provides room for the fabric
of the overlap when the garment is
buttoned.
The provision of room for the
overlap helps to prevent puckering.
To sew a button with a shank.to
the garment, use thread itproximately
24" long. This length will prevent
tangles and knots. A double thread
is suggested Tor security and
strength for light to medium
weight fabrics and buttonhole
twist for heavier fabrics.
Conceal the end of the thread &-
between the layers of fabric and
then fasten the thread securely
with several small stitches where
the button is to be placed.
Make five to ten stitches through
the button shank and the fab'ric
to secure the button. Place
stitches close together to prevent
fabric from puckering.
Fasten die thread near the base of
the shank. LeaVe about 1/2" of
thread between the layers of
fibric and cut the thread.
To attach a button without a
shank to the garment a thread
shanlagformed.
Conceal the ends of the thread
between the layers of fabric and
fasten tbe thread securely with
several small stitches at the point
where the button is to be placed.
Take one stitch through the holes
of the button. To raise the stitches
that form the shank, place a pin or
similar object under the first stitch ,Demonstrate and explain steps in attaching button.
and across the button. Emphasize the relationship of the procedure to
A pin will form a short shank, a attaining the best quality button closure.
match will form a longer shank.
Make several stitches through the
holes of the button and over the
object to form the shank.
Place stitches close together to
prevent puckering.
Fasten the thread at the base of
the shank on the underside of the

A

garment. DO NOT cut the thread.
Remove the4lbject used to form
the shank. 3 5
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENt
Return the needle with the thread
to the outside of the garment, but
not through the holes in the button.
Hold the kutton away from the
fabric. 'reform firm shank, tightly
wind the thread (with the needle)
around the threads under the
button.
Fasten the thread invisibly at the
'base of the shank on the underside
of the garment. Slide the needle
and thread between the layers of
the fabric.
Cut the Thread.
A snap fastener is composed of two
parts, the ball and the socket.
A snap fastenet is used where
there is little strain at the closing
and the closing overlaps.
Snap fasteners are available in
black or silver color.
Choose the color of snap fastener
that is most inconspicuous.
Snap fasteners are available in
many sizes. Size 4/0 is used for
sheer fabrics, lace. Size 3/0 to 2 is
used for medium weight fabrics.
Size 3 to 5 for heavy fabrics.
The size of the snap used depends
on the weight of the fabric and
the strain.where it is located on
the garment.
Larger snaps are suited to areas
with greater strain and to heavy
fabrics.
The bait of the snap is attached
first to the under side of the part
of the garment that overlaps.
A single thread of 24" length is
used. A double thread will make
the stitch too bulky. A size 8-9
needle will be easy to handle.
Conceal and fasten the thread ends
as in sewing of buttons.
To prevent the snap from
showing, place the edge of the ball
1/8" to 1/4" from the edge of
the opening.
Attach the ball of the snap with a
buttonhole or loop stitch, 4 to 6
stitches thraugh each hole.
Fasten the thread. Slide the needle
between the layers of fabric; cut
leaving 1/2" between the fabric -
layers.
Mark the placement of the socket
on the top of the underlap by rubbing
chalk on the ball and pressing it
against the underlap.

a

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERA6TION MATERIALS

ft

Provide students with opportunity to practice all
steps either on a sample or preferably on a gatment.

Pre,Teaching: Assemble supplies and materials needed
to illustrate the attachment of snap and hook and eye.
Demonstrate procedure used in marking and attaching
snaps.

Prckide students with opportunities to practice
procedures demonstrated.

148
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SUPPORT
CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIALS
Complete the attachment in a
manner similar to thatused in
attaching the ball.
Hook and eye fasteners are used
for closings with crosswise strain
and to complete zipper closings.
Hoc* and eye fasteners are
attached to the garment to make
a snug and invisible closing.
Hook and eye fasteners are
available in "silyer" color and I
black. Select the color which
would be most inconspicuous.
Hook and eye fasteners are
available in sizes 3/0 to 3. The'
larger the number the heavier the
fastener.
A larger fastener is used on heavy
weight fabrics or where there is
greater strain, i.e., waistband,
closing on pants.
There are two types of eyes. The
long-bar eye is used on closings'
that overlap.
The round eye is used on closings
that just meet.
A thread eye may be used in'
place of a metal eye. It is
in,conspicuous and is appropriate
where there is little strain, i.e.,
children's garments, women's
garments.
Mark the placement of the hook and
eye accurately and attach the hook
and eye with procedures similar
to that used in sewing on the snaps.

A sense of setisfaction, happiness
and fulfillment may come from
the work one does and the
situation in which the work
'occurs.
Satisfaction derived from woric
may be due to:

pleasant working conditions
chance to direct own work schedule
can see results of work
can do work well
others appreciate work done
There is variety in the tasks to
be done.
money earned

Pre-Teaching: Wen study of clothing care and repair
procedures are earing completion,Imake arrangements
for a study trip to a local commercial clothing care
and repair busi ss. Suggested businesses include:

Dry cleanin establishments
Commercial 1undry
H spital laun ry *

Prepare a study guide for students and explain
purpose of the trip. Assign students to interview
various workers to obtain information.
Practice interview techniques.
Following study trip, discuss information gathered
relating it to job satisfaction.
Encourage students to identify factors which Would
contribute to their personal satisfaction in a job.

1-19
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NOTES.TO THE TEACHER

A number of the learning activities in the unit are based on direct
experience with clothing or textiles. Several means may be used to acquirer,'
the garments and fabrics which are included. Students may be asked to brink
items of clothing from their wardrobes or those of their families. Since no
grade is attached to Ihis request and students may fulfill requirements of
the course without bringing the items, this procedure appears to be in keeping
with the intent of the fees regulations. Items,which illustrate various
aspects of conceptual content may also be obtained from rummage sales or
other agencies which collect and sell used clothing. The school "Lost and
Found" may be a source of used clothing at the end of the school year. Some
items may become part of a collection of teaching materials to remain in
the department.

Swatches of textile fibers for staining and other illustrations may
be made from fabric left over during construction units or from used clothing
which cannot be-restored. The preliminary preparation Of real items to be
used in the experiences may be done by students under direction of the
teacher or by the teacher.

.
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S. M..2 STORAGE SITUATORS

A. Sam had just arrived home and was changing his school clothes when he
realized that he had forgotten to pick up milk for supper. The store
closed in just a few minutes so he quickly slipped into his blue jeans
and tee shirt-and rushed downstairs and out t:o his bike. The clothes
he had taken off were on the floor in a pile. Today that wasn't so
bad because they were dirty and couldn't be worn again until.washed.
and ironed. He would put them in the laundry tonielt.

A. When Dailene ar#ved home from school she changed her clothes. She

di wanted to wear the same pair of slacks to a movie the following night
so she matched the creases in the pant legs and fastened them by the
cuffs to a hanger. The nextt evening she hurried to get the supper

diehes done and a shower taken.. She remoked the slacks from the hang-
er and put them on with a älean shirt. She was ready when her friend

came. As. she went past the'hall mirror on her way out, she caught a
glimpse of herself and thought, "These slacks really look like I'd
never had them on this week."

B. Frank had gotten a skinny6-ribbed turtleneck sweater ai a bixthday
present. He really liked it and wanted to keep it looking nice. He

carefully hung it on a hanger in the closet ready for wearing the next
time. About a week later he decided to wear the sweater. When he

looked in the mirror after putting the sweater on, he found th4, the
shoulders didn't fit. In fact, the Seams were hanging.halfway.to his
elbows. He couldn't wear the sweater.r

A. Sharon had on her favorite jeans. They %ere faded, soft and really com-
fortable. She put them on a chair near her bed when she went to sleep.
She probably wouldn't wear them again. The next morping the whole fami-
ly was called on to help clean the basement. Sharon put on an old shirt
and picked the jeans off the chair. They.would be just right-for sorting
and moving all, the stuff in the basement even though wrinkled.

B. Jack bussed dishes at:a restaurant in his neighborflood. The owner-pro-
vided sleeks and shirts for the emPloyees and insisted that they be clean
and well pressed. The customers expected.good food and food service.
Jack had learned from experience that the 6lacks wrinkled easily. He

usually put theMon a hanger in the closet. Last night Ile had carefully
folded themHand put them over the back of a.chair. It would do the Mme
job as a hanger. As Jack started to get dressed for work, to his surprise
he notical that the slacks had slipped off the chair and were in a crum-

pled pile on the floor. What should he do -- take time'to press them and
be late or wear them wrinkled and be on time?

B. Whenever. Jerry changed his 4tlothes, 'he left garments scattered around'the

room. His parents had tried tO.get hirdto take care of.his clothes but

with little sluccess. They finally gaVe up and just let 'Jerry take care

of his own clothes. Jerry did begin to put the dirty clothes into the
laundry and the. ones that were still wearable he sometimes put away. How-

ever, several times each week he'found himself in the situation of not
having any shirts and jeans to weaZ that weren't at least somewhat wrinkled.

1-2 1
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S. M. 2-(cont.)

On several occasions, he had to put the wrinklet: things,on.andponce,
someone asked him, "What happened, Jerry, you sleep VI those clothes
last night?"

B. Ruth came home from swimming etill hot, only.more tired. She took off
her wet suit and let it drop' to the floor along with the damp towel.
After taking a nap, she picked up the wet clothing to find that they
had been on some newspaper and that the print had come off the paper
and onto the suit. She could read "milk" just as clearly an her suit
as it had been in the newspaper.

4111 sr-, L.,

4 0
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S. M. 3
STORAGE: SPACE AND EQUIPMENT

All items suggested are listed because they would enhance the possibilities

that pupils would find alternative means through which they might improve

or enhance storage of clothing.

Collect an assortment of containers which might be used to store smaller items
of clothing and accessories. Items with smooth exterior and interior, which

I can be closed, will result in maintaining the appearanCe of the item to be
stored.

.Suggested items: Shoe boxes of various sizes, with lids;
plastic cartons - 5 qt. ice cream pails, with lids; and
1 - 3 lb. coffee cans, with lids. il

Larger boxes may be obtained from o ce supply stores

and grocery stores. Useful for off- ason storage.

Collect illustrations of simple ways to improve closet and drawer storage.
_

Collect hangers of various weights, materials and construction to illustrate

weight and sturdiness needed to support various types of garments.

Collect hangers which are designed for particular uses. Identify characteris-

'tics which help them to fulfill intended purposes or which limit their useful:-

ness.

Alternative skirt and pants hanger-
an ordinary wire hanger:

A suitable skirt hanger can be made from

1) bend the ends of the hanger together, and
2) tie a clamp type clothes pin around both pieces of

metal with cord or ribbon.

A substitute pants hanger can be made from a wire hanger by pgading the centier

wire. 'Folded newspaper can be..used or a center cylinder made ,iffom foil. ,t



S..M. 4 - EFFECT OF STORAGE PROCEDURES ON VARIOUS TYPES OF FORICS

Class organization: Divide class into five groupe. Each group will be responsi-
ble for,carrying out several experimental predures with garments made of sever-7.
al fibers and constructionS.

If the collection of sufficient garments to involve all students in the perfor-
mafice of the experiments is difficult, a smaller number can be used by limiting
the tests to two or three. The teacher may demonstrate the procedures for each
class, using the same garments and lessen the total number of items needed.

The remainder of the experiment,may be carried out as described. The students

can observeand describe what occurs under the varying conditions. Students

may be involved in drawing conclusions at the close-of the experience.

Supplies needed:

I. Garments

A. Garments made of knit fabrics which stretch and sag.
B. Garments made of knit fabrics which do not stretch and sag.
C. Garments made of woven fabrics which are treated for crease resistahce.
D. Garments made of woven fabrics which are not treated,for wrin4e or

crease resistance and which do not possess natural wrinkle resistance.
E. Any garments which have pleatt or creases Iff-Whi-Oli-thatti-Sty-Te-fdatifte-----

#

is to be retained.

II. Other Supplies

A. Metal hangers
B. Large careboard boxes
C. Pants hangers, skirt hangers
D. Adaptations of wooden or metal hangers for skirts and pants

Experimental Procedures:

1. Collect five garments fromithose labeled A.
Carry out directions, given below.

2. Collect five garments from those labeled B.
Carry out directions given below.

3: Collect five garments from those labeled C.
Carry out directions given beloW.

4. Collect five ga'rments from those labeled D.
Carry out directions given below.

5. Collect seven garments from those labeled E.
Carry out directions given below with five of the garments.

Store the remaining gAments on a pants or skirt,hanger designed for that purpose.

Directions:

1. Preparation
a. Place one garment in the large box marked Storage.
b. Place one garment'on a sturdy metal hanger and adjust so as to

remove any wrinkles.

4 2
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S. M. 4 .7. EF7ECT OF STORAGE PROCEDURES ON VARIOUS TYPESCF FABRICS (cont.)

Directions: (cont.)

c. Fold-one garment as the diagram below shows and place in,the
large box marked FOlded Storage.

d. 'Place one garment folded over the center of a metal hanger.
p. PlaCe'one garment folded over the protected center of a metal

hanger.

2. Allow all garments to remain
days.

3. On the fourth day, carefully
record the findings in clear
sheet.

1-25
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S. M. 5
*

OBSERVATION FORM FOR OLOTHINGORAGE'EXPERIMENT

Experimental Group Members

Fabric Type
Results or Effects

Experimental Procedure Observed

Describe:

Conclusions:

a: Crumpled in a box

b. Hanger smoothed

c. Folded box or flat

d. Folded over Hanger
unprotected

e. Designed Hanger

44.
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S. M. 6
_J

MY SHARE IN FAMILY CLOTHES CARE

/

Things I'Do To Care For Clothing
At 1 at once
a week o more

ofte

Sometimes -
less than once

a week

ot
at
all

Take things off garments and out of
pockets before.putting them in laun.,

i

Sort my own clothes-for machine
t,

washing
°

Sort family clothes for machine
wabhing

/

Prepare machine for washing and wash
several loads

.Hang clothes for line drying
"";41%.-

.

,1

Prepare dryer and dry several loads

Iron some of my cwn clothes .

1
,*

Iron all of my own clothes

press some of my own clothes g

Press all of my own clothes
,

Press or iron some clothes for other
family members

Fold family clothes after drying .

Help with the family laundry at a
coin-operated laundry

.

Put my own clothes in drawers and
on hangers

,

.

Repair buttons, hooks, and eyes on
my own clothes ,

Report stains to launderer

Remove stains myself
4

t
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S.-M. 7

STAINS

The following questions woulbibe listed an a sheet of paper, leaving space for
the pupils' answers:

1. What kinds of food or other materials havenrou gotten on your
clothing?

2. What did zola do about the spot?- (for example - tell your mother)

3. How was the spot or stain removed?

4. Wbo got the spot out of your clothing?

5. Do you have any clothing that have permanent stains an them?

4G
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S. M. 8 STAIN EXPERIMENT AND RECORDING FORM

TyTe of Fabric Material which caused
staIR

Procedure Recommended::

SNIplies Needed:

.Complete the recommended procedumwith eacb of the three swatches. Observe and
'describe appearance of damp dry swatch and dry swatch. Record.

Fabrit Condition Appearance after treatment

(clamP-4Y)

A. Freshly ,stai4ed with
Material and,removed

, immediately !

Appearance after treatment .

(dry)

Stained with material
and allowed to remair
°untouched two days

Stained with mat eria
and: allowed to dry

and then ironed

1

Conclusions:

1-29
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S. M. 9

Garment Inspected

RECORDING FORM FCR CLOMING INSPECTOR

Repair Needed

4 3
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STUDENT GUIDE FOR STUDY TRIP

NiME OF BUSINESS

WHAT BUSINESS Do Es (List operations of business.)

.

/ OWNER-OPERATOR DUTIES:

1)

'2)

4)

OTHER WORKERS:

NAME OF WORKERS
REQUIREMENTS FOR JOB

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
THINGS WCRKER
ENJOYS ABOUT THE

JOB

4 9
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TITLE: PERSONALITY, LIFE STYLE AND CLOTHING

UNIT FOCUS: Clothingselection for the individual is the centrallhem.f the unit. Attention is given to
the functions of clothing and the influence of values in the process of selecting clothing. An
introduction to wardrobe planning is incorporated. Opportunities are provided for students to
examine and observe actual fabrics and garments. These experiences are used to develop understandirig
of the elements of color, texture and line as they relate-to clothing design and selection.

RATIONALE: Clothing appears to help satisfy a variety of human needs including protection, comfort,
security, approval and self-expression.iThe selection of clothing is a task which appears to have
lifelong significance. Middle-school/junior high school studenth are interested in doping and are
beginning to assume responsibility for the selection of their clothing. The peer group, fashion
industry and other social and technological factors are forces which exert influence on clothing
selection behavior of individuals. The information provided by these and other sources may confuse
individuals' understanding of the effects which clothing can produce and the needs which they be
satisfied through clothing. Instruction which includes the identification and consideration of needs
to be satisfied and the setting of priorities among these needs can- proVide a basis for clothing
selection activity. Instruction which acquaints students with garment qualities, the meanings
assigned to those qualities and apparent effects which they produce, can enable the indiiiduals to
select clothing which is personally satisfying.

,
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES;

Comprehensionuf the functions of clothing
Opniprehension of.the relationship of personal life style and clothing selection

. Comprehension of influence of values in therselection of clothing
Willingness -tO examine the values involved in clothing selection
Ability to identify the elements of design in clothing
Reeponds.to the,elements of design in clothing
Comprehension'of effects of elements of design on personal appearance
Knowledge of planning procedures relative to acquisition of clothing
Awareness of planning procedUtes relative to acquisition of clothing

REQUIRED EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: None. Level I.

SUGGESTED LENGTH OF TIME: 2-3 weeks.

, *o
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

,

Clothing of various types have
been invented which help to
maintain body comfort and provide
protection.
Clothing is selected and worn as
a means of expressing membership
and loyalty to a particular group.
Clothing is selected to enhance the
personal appearance of the wearer.
Human beings experience a need to
express thew identify and personality.
Hum-in beings seek to express their
uniqueness. Clothing is used to
express individuajity.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Pre-Teaching: Assemble sev.a items and pictures
otelothing of the same general tYpe.
Heins are to represent those which might be worn by
males an ales. Include several which represent

iated with a particular group of
with a particular group at a certain
ry. Current adult and teen styles can

uded.
A h a number to each item. Display the items for
a ts to view. The numbers are not to be visible
to udents.
Introduction: Direct students to number off using
the same numbers as are attached to the items.
When each student has a number, reveal the number
on the item and have the students complete the
following tasks:
Write the number on a sheet of paper.
Look carefully at the item of clothing which bears
the number matching yours. Examine it.
Write a few sentences about the person you think
might wear the item.
What might the individual do while wearing the
particular item of clothing?
Orally share the studentOresponses and record in
chart form. e.g.:
Item No. What the person

might do while
wearing the item:

1 (Steel- Work with heavy
tipped boots) equipment

Reason for
choosing the
item:

Protect feet
from heavy
objects

What similarities are there among the reasons given
for selecting the various items?
Are thereother reasons which appear to be similar?
Which reasons belong together? What do thos-e
reasons have in common?
Continue questioning until students have identified
several basic reasons for selecting and wearing
different items of clothing.

Prom the items displayed, select one or two which
are designed to provide protection and/or comfort.
Identify particular features related to comfort and
protection. Encourage students'to identify clothing
which they or family members wear for protection
and comfort.

5
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CONC1PTUAL CONTENT

Human beings have a need to belong
to groups, to be accepted and
approved by groups and by people
with whom they associate.
Clothing is sometimes used to
express loyalty to a group.
Clothing is sometimes used to
indicate separateness from groups
disliked.

6.)

A.need or concern of individuals
seems to be to present themselves
as beautiful, attractive and pleasing.
The idea of what is beautiful in
136"dy size, shape or form for
females or males varies among '

cultural groups.

PUPIL-TEACHAR INTERACTION
Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of Clothing Inventory.
Transition: From the items and pictures in the
previous display, select Several which represent
the following:
- currently worn and accepted by teenagers
- currently worn and accepted by adults
- acceptable to one of these groups five to ten

years ago.
Arrange the items and pictures in vlew of the students.
Point to each item, in turn, and have students
indicate their willingness to wear the item with the
following signs:
Would wear it at home?

Would wear it to school or
other public gathering.
Wouldn't wear it at all.

(left hand, shoulder
high)
(right hand over
head)
(arms clasped across
chest)

Place several of the items to which students
responded favorably in their view.
Ask:
Why would you wear this item?
How would you feel while 'wearing the item?
What might a friend say,about the item?
Repeat series of questions in regard to an item which
had been disliked.
What does this tell us about reasons ror selecting
particular items of clothing?
Explain purpose of Clothing Inventory and clarify
directions for its use. Students may complete
columns I and H.

Pre-Teaching: Secure several pictures of teenagers
wearing clothing which is currently populat..
Secure copies of old school dress codes or copies
Of old annuals which would depict change in type
of dress which was acceptable and was considered
beautiful.
Contact librarian and secure issues of National
Geographic magazines which illustrate 'conceptions
of beauty and use of dress in other cultures.
Encourage students to bring pictures of family
members showing dress which was cOnsidered
beautiful and accepted 75 to 100 years ago.
Transition: Display several pictures of teenagers
wearin,g clothing which is acceptable to the teenage
subculture. Ask:
What words would you use to describe the clothing
and people in the picture? Record responses.

Show another picture either of clothing from
another culture or of clothing from another
era. Ask:

5
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CONCEPTUAt CONTENT
Groups,of people who share common
ways of behaving and common
beliefs are called cultural groups.
If the body does not meet the
ideal, clothing may be ttted to
modify the body form hide
features or create the illusion
of the ideal as it is defined in that
culture (group or sub-group).

Within a given culture or sub-culture
the norms or standards for dress and
beauty appear to change over time.
The teenage population is a
subculture which tends to establish
its own standards for beauty and
acceptable dress..

Some groups (societies) allow for
variation in dress. ,A variety of
dress is appropriate and accepted.
Other groups (societies) have
strict rules which tell people
what is acceptable dress. Little
variation is accepted.

PUPI L-TEACHE R INTE RACTI ON

What words would you use to describe the clothing
and people in the picture? Record responles..

In what ways are the pictures different? In what ways
are they similar? (Both illustrate what people belier
to be beautifuL)

Use other illustrations to point'out beauty and the
use of clothing to meet the cultural definition.
Divide students into groups of fOur'to six. Provide
each group with several school yearbooks from
cOnsecutive years. Each group might examine books
for a two to three year time span. In total, books
may cover ten to fifteen years.
HaVe students identify the ideal in dress at that time
and the ideal in beauty. Each group of students can
report their findings and show several pictures to
illustrate.
When all groups have reported and illustrations have
been viewed, ask:

What do these yearbook illusttations seem to point
out about acceptable clothing? What do they seem
to say about the ideal of beauty?
Give copies of school dress codes to students.
Identify standardkfor girls and boys.
Identify rhanges which have occurred over a period
of time.
What does this suggest?
Explain and illustrate the changes whiáli have
occurred in acceptable dress for teachers.
What does this seem to suggest?
Catyou think)of a group which has a strict rule about
the d of clothing that is worn by members of that
gro
Has the standard changed?

Encourage students to identify changes in dress for
their age group from`the point of view of the age
group. Ask:
Is.vafiation acceptable? To what extent?

Pre-Teaching: Secure copies of current catalogs,
pattern books, magazines which have illustrations
of clothing worn by males and females.
Transition:
On a sheet of paper will you write the names of two
T.V. personalities of the same sex with whom you
are familiar and whose program you watch. e.g.,
Cher, Mary Tyler Moore, J.J., John-Boy, Bobby
Goldsboro, Sammy Davis, Jr., Colombo, MacMillan,
McCloud, etc.

2-4
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-CONCEPTUAL CONTENT POPIL.TEACHER INTERACTION

Human beings haVe a need to
express their identity and
personality. Human beings seek to
express their uniqueness as
individuals.
Clothing can be selected, which
supplements and enhances the
individuality of the person who ,
wears it.

Each decision regarding the
_selection of an item of clothing to
wear involves consideration of
the needs which will be satisfied.

Values are ideas about what is
important or worthwhile which
will not be easily given up.

The values which an individual
holds (believes are important)
will influence and direct choice-
making in the selection of clothing.
Several values may be involved in
the election of an item of clothing.
e.g.,'comfort, group approval,
expression of individuality, welfare
of others, beauty, economy, etc.

One or two values may have
greater influence in the choices
an intlividual makes.

Under each name, write several words which you
wOuld use to describe the personality of the
charactter.
Share some of the student choices and descriptive
words. Record responses.
From the names recorded, choose two of the same
sex. Continue:
Think about the clothing these two personalities
wear on the program. What would be your reaction
if MacMillan appeared dressed like Colomtlo?
How would you react to J.J. in John-Boy's clothing?
Use several other personalities to illustrate the
relationship of clothing and the expression of
personality and uniqueness.
What does this seem to tell us about the choice of
clothing?
Distribute current magazines, catalogs, pattern books
to students.

Transition: On a sheet of paper, place pictures of
several garments which you would be comfortable
wearing and several which you would-not wear.
Write several sentences to explain how the garments
would effect your expression of individuality.
Collect work, review and provide written feedback.
Remind students to complete Clothing Inventory.

Pre-Teaching: Select three to four pictures of
garments submitted by students as partof the
previous lesson.
Display pictures.
Have students rank order the garments from least
to most wanted-as part of their wardrobes.

For the item ranked first and moit wanted, write
down the reasons for the ranking.

As students work, circultite and encourage them to
be explicit and clear about the reasons for ranking
the item as they.did.

e.g., "It is pretty." What makes it pretty? "The
colors are my favorites." "What makes them your
favorites?" "Oh,, people always say my eyes are
really a pretty brown when I wear this color." "You
mean you like to -have other people admire your
looks?" "Yes."
When students have clarified reasons for their choice,
asks:

What is the idea which seemed to be most important
in the reasons you gave? Write it down or circle the
most important reason.
Select one- of the illustrations which several students
have chosen. Have students identify ideas which were
important.in their deciding to choose the item. As they
respond, ask questibns to clarify reasons for choices.

2-5
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Several Individuals may select the
sime item of clothing but for
different reasons. (Different
Values)

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Record values or value indicators which may have
influenced choices. When a number of students have
responded regarding several of the items, ask:
Did everyone who chose the same garment have the
same reason?

Pre-Teaching: COlect and examine the clothing form
students have completed. Provide feedback which
will help students to give complete information.
Traipition: Return inventory form. Direct students
in the following activity:
Divide the remainder of the space on liti# Inventory
sheet into two columns. The first column may be
smaller than the second.
In the first column use the following signs to
indicate the satisfaction or enjoyment you sense
when wearing each of the garments listed:

* favorite, enjoy
? so-so
o dislike

last choice
When ranking is completed, have students complete
column 4, Beasons for Ranking.
Collect forms, provide feedback. Students may be
asked to identify similarities among reasons when
forms are returned.

at

Pre-Teaching: Divide students into small groups of
three to five. Prepare copies of To Make a Choice.
Transition: On the sheets of paper that your group
will receive there is a description of a situation
involving pOcOple and clothing. Read the description
carefully and answer the two questions at the
bottom. It 10 not talk with others in your group. The
decision should be yours.
When students have finished individual responses,
have them share their decisions and reasons within
each group. The group will choose a best decision
(course of action) and give reasons to support
choice. Groups will present their situation, decision
and reason to the class. The teacher will ask questions
to help the students clarify values related to reasons.
See Val% Clarification.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of Clothing Gaps and
Surplus.
Prepare transparency of Clothing Wants Exceed
Resources.
Assemble copiestof Clothing Inventory tO return
to students.
Assemble two to three tops or shirts in similar color
and style. Garments are to be representative of types
worn by both sexes.
Transition: Display transparency. Ask:
What seems to be happening in this picture?
What are the characters thinking? What other
thoughts might they have?

5 3
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--CONCEPTUAL CONTENT .

An individual's desire for clothing
reoccurrs.
An individual's desire for clothing
may exceed his/her resources for
obtaining clothing.
Planning can help an individual
to more nearly meet his/her needs
and desires for clothing. .

Comparison of an inventory of
activities which are part of a
lifestyle and the clothing needed
to do those activities with the
garments in a wardrobe, will
identify/aps and areas of surplus.

Color, line, shape and texture are
the elements which are combined
to give an item of clothing its
particular appearance..
The several elements are used by
individuals to identify the garment.
Color, line, shape and texture are
elements of a garment which
influence individuals' ctioice of a
garment.

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL

Have you ever done something similar?
What does this seem to tell us about people and
clothing?
What could someone do to meet their needs for
clothing?
Return Clothing Inventory. Explain Clothing Gaps,
and Surplus and direct students in the completion
of the tasks.
'Upon completion of tasks, share responses. Identify
reasons why garments are not worn. Ask:
What are the main reasons that garments are not
worn? What can be done to avoid having garments
which are not worn?
Share responses to remainder of tasks. Continue:
From your comments, it seems that the appearance
and style of the garments often infuence whether they
wilHae worn or not.
If several (6) of you would volunteer, we might try
an activity related tovarment appearance.
Select three teams of two students to participate
in the following activity:
Blindfold one person from each team. Display the
garments. Have the second member of each team
take turns describing one of the garments as you
point to it.
Record the words used by the second student as
he/she describes the garment.
Remove the blindfolds and have a student who was
blindfolded choose the garment which he/she believes
was described by his/her partner. Ask:
Which words were most helpful in identifying the
garment? What other words would have been helpful?
What words were misleading?
Circle those identified by the students.

As you look at the list, Which clues were most helpful
to the blindfolded partner? What other descriptions
helped to identify the garment?
What are the major elements which are combined in
clothing to give the garments their special appearance?
Which of these elements do you notice first in
selecting a garment?
Which element is most important in your selection
of a garment?

Pre-Teaching: Prepare Coloryindow.
Assemble tempera paints, color crayons, colored
paper and a color wheel which illustrates the pure
hues, primary, secondary and iertiary.
Assemble objects (fabric, paper, etc.) which meet
the following color descriptions and are of similar
texture:
- a primary color: red, blue'or yellow of low value

and intensity.

5 7
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ONCEPTUAL CONTENT

The name that is given to a pure
color is hue.'Blue, red, green,
orange are specific hues. Colors
such as peppermint pink, moss
green, nutmeg brown, etc. are
fashion names and do not refer to
the pure colors.
Intensity is the term used to
describe the purity or strength
of a color.
Value is the term used to describe
lightness or-darkness of a color.
Hues that are pure colorS are
intense colors. Intense colors are
bright and clear.

Value is the term used to describe
the lightness or darkness of a color.

Any pure color plus white
produces a hue lighter than the
original hue.
Hues that are light in value are
called tints.

SUPPORi
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAt-
- a tertiary color which shires the primary color

selected above
- a secondary color not part of thelertiary color
- a dull or bright intensity of any value
- two colored items similar in texture to those already ,

selected
Direct student attention to the first item.
Ask:
What can you tell me about the color of this object?
Describe the color you see. What other words would
describe it?
Record responses. t,

Direct attention to second object. Pursue a similar
line of questioning. Record responses.
Direct attention to the third and fourth objects.
Pursue a similar line of questioning. Record responses.
Direct students' attention' to the words on the board. Ask:
Which of the words belong together? Why? What other
groups might be formed? Why?
Continue questioning until students have grouped words
into groups according to hue (color name), value
(Lightness-darkness), intensity (brightness-dullness).

Transition: People who work in clothing design and
sales, as well as users of clothing use the same ideas to '

describe color. Hue is the word which refers to the
name of the color. Value is the word which refers to
the lightness or darkness of a color.
Intensity is the term used to describe the purity
or strength of a color.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble'a variety of colored fabrics
or paper and other materials which students can use
to illustrate color ideas.

Assemble three samples of the same hue (fabric or
paper) which illustrate pure color; a tint of that
color; and a shade of that color.

Display them in the Color Window.

Prepare copies of Value Identification and Intensity
Identification.

5
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Any pure color plus black produces
a hue darker than the original hue.
Hues that are dark are called shades.

Pure hues differ in their inherent
values. Yellow is a higher value
than blue.

c,

Intensity is the term used to
describe the purity or strength
of a color.

Hues that are pure colors are
intense colors. Intense colors are
bright and clear.

Hues which have lower or less
intensity are grayed and dull.
The intensity of a hue is lower
by adding its complement. ed

PUPILTEACHER INTERACTION
Transition: Direct students' attention to colored
sample.
klentify the pure color. Show the tint and explain
how it is produced. Show the shade and explain how
it is produced.

Show another set of samples which are examples of
pure color, tint, shade. Ask:
Which is the pure color?
Which is the tint?
Which is the shade?
Which color is high in value?
Which color is low in value?
Point to various colored objects and garments in the
room. Have students identify the hue and whether it
is high or low value.
Direct students in the completion of the hue and value
identification lIcercise. Students' answers may be
displayed in the classroom.
Circliate as students work and assist them through
illustrations and questions to clarify their understanding
of value.

Pre-Teaching: Preparb\copies of Color, Line and Texture
in my Wardrobe.
Assemble 6 sheets of medium weight paper, 81/2" x 11";
orange, green blue and red tempera paints; paint
brushes; container for mixing paint (egg carton). Paint
one sheet of paper pure orange and one pure green.
Prepare a green and orange of lower intensity by
adding red and blue. Paint a second sheet eacli of
these colors. Save paints for use in explaining process
to class.
Display pure orange and lower ntensity

Transition: Direct students' attention to the Color
Window. Ask:
What is the hue that is displayed?.
How would you describe the valye of the color

orange in
Color Window.

displayed?
The third quality which coibr has is intensity.
Identify the pure most ditense form of the color in
the display.
Explain what was 'done to produce the color with
lowered intensity.

Mix paints to illustrate how the addition of a color's
complement reduces the'brilliance of the pure color.
Display the pure color and-two other forms of the
color with lowered intensity. Repeat for the second
pure color.
Refer students to their Hue and Value Identification
answer form. Direct them in the completion of the
Intensity Identification Activities form.

2-9
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Skin colorls due to the amount
f b t f ci ki

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Explain use of Color, Line and Tenture in My
Wardrobe. At this time, only the color section is
to be completed. Students can complete task as,out
of class assignment.

Pre-Teaching: Review Some Thoughts on Choice of
Color. Obsewe personal coloring of students in the
class. Select lieveral students who represent variation
in personal coloring and skin undertone's.
Ask them to be a part of the demOnstration in the
following clasaperiod.
Collect a variety of colored fabrics of the 'iame
texture, or make colored collars from sheets of
construction paper.
Transition: Garment color can be used to emphasize
skin, hair and eye color.
Arrange the volunteer students in view of the class.

'Direct attention to the colora which are part of the
persOrial coloring.

Deacribeand recOrd the color of the' f011owing
featUres ror each denibnstration student:

Student
o zpwn Kmen oun n s n .

and&-Irmun'tDe pinkness orthe
1400,vassels below the skin 4, skin tones:

,surfacf. Red, yellow, pink and blue- 'eye color'
arA1q#1,e0ohes which are found in ,.

ski, 0, . hair color:n. i,., ,

, -
Skin c-Olor.vittes and is unique
th9hdivictuyal.

, .

3

Write the -foliewing statement OVhe chalkboard:
1.Cilor in dress may be used to 't

in ensify the pigmentation Of 'Skirt,1#.%\ A pigmeh which is part of an tviduars co)oring
haiyind eyes. may 11 emphasized by wearing e.color which is

fligment which is part of the*: the copplement of that pigment.
individual's coloring may be* / den if.4ephasized contrasOng it with I t y a pigment wirch is predominate inthe

of the.piginent. student's slattcolOrinPlace a colored fabric orplemerit

.41

A' pigment which is part of an
individpqrs Coloring may be
emphasized by repeating that
cotor in-a less intenselorm.

(i

_

4

167'44''
Z.ott:

104^,`.

paperveich irthe conipleinent of thakpigInent on
the itifflent.: ,
Jeook closely. What dog you see? Ass there been any

' v change in the apf:tearanee of the skin coloring?'
Try several othag values.and intensities of tht same
complerneintary color on lite student".
Directitientsirklbservatton...Encottrage dien toi

.des= changes in ippearance.
Carry out &similar activity with the other,,stUdents
a the Clemonstratkon, group.,

Azt the close of the c tg ivity,studepts.who have been
bhserving max write down which colors would be
compliments Or theif skin, hair and eye;color.
Wri4 the folloWing itathmefit,On.;the chalkboard:*
A cAor wHich an'indiyidual's c9loring
May be emphasize*Wrepdating that color in a less
intenSe form.
Identify a pigment which is predominate in a student's
coloring. (eye color) Place a color:Of the same hue

.and less intense font on toe- stUdent.
.0b,seive effect. Encourage stilants'to describe effect.
;Repeat with other:demonstrattod attidents.

-

tf: 2-10,
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SUPPORT
CONCEPTUAL ONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIALS

Students who have been observing may describe
colors which would repeat colors found in their
skin, hair or eyes.
Present statements related to effect" of tints on
personal coloring in a manner similar to previous
experiences.
Divide students into teams and provide opportunity
fdr them to examine and describe the effect of
color on their personal coloring.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble several examples of colored
paper or fabric approximately 81/2" x 11" which
vary in value and intensity.
Transition: Colors can be selected to produce
certain effects on the appearance of the person
wearing the color.
Display three of the samples in the Color Window.
Ask:
Which of the samples did you notice first? Which
sample holds your attention? Which sample
attracted your attention last? Doeseany sample
appear to advance or come forward?
As students respond, place the colored sample
noticed first in one group and the sample noticed
last in another group.
Continue with similar display of samples and
questioning until four to six sets have been examined.
Display the group which was most readily noticedt
by students.
Transition: These are the colored samples which
seemed most apparent. Look at the group again.
Choose two samples which are most apparent..
What words describe the value of these colored
samples? Record responses.
What words describe the intensity of the colors?
How might a person wearing these colors appear?
If someone was wearing a garment with buttons
and a collar of this color, what might be noticed
first? Under what conditions?
What can be said about the effect which the
colors having these qualities may have on the
appearance of the person wearing them?
Direct students' attention to the group of samples
which were least apparent. Continue:'N.,
Choose two samples *which are least apparent or
noticeable.
What words describe the value of these colored
samples? Record responses.
What words describe the intensity of the colors?
How might a person wearing these colors appear?

White and hus of high value
(tints) reflectllight and may have
the effect of emphasizing
pigmentation that is in the skin.

Colors of high value appear to come
forward. Colors of high value have
the effect of making the wearer
appear larger.

Colors of full intensity appear to
advance and have the effect of
making the wearer appear larger.
Colors of light value and/or full
intensity attract attention to the
particular area of the body on
which they are worn.

Colors of low value tend to recede.
Colors of low value have the effect
of making the wearer appear
smaller.

6 A.
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Colors of low intensity tend to
recede.
Colors of low intensity have the
effect of making the wearer appear
smaller.
Co lors'of inedipm value and medium
intensity do not produce any
marked change in the arfparent size
of the wearer.

9

Texture is the term used to refer
to the surface appearark-e of
substances (fabric) and to the
"hand" of a fabric.
Terms used to describe the surface
of fabrics include:
rough - smooth
coarse - fine
hard - soft
glossy - dull
Terms used to describe the hand
or feel of a garment include:
stiff - flexible - clinging

PUPI L-TEACHER INTERACTION
Display fabrics of medium value and intensity.

Explain the effect that colors with these
characteristics have on appearance.
Refer students to the Characteristics of Clothing
form which they have complet04 Ask:

-,What are the color characteristics of your clothing?
Which colors do you enjoy?

Pre-Teachingi. Collect a number of fabric samples .
of varying textures and hand.
Place samples in a lafge paper bag:
Prepare six to eight oval shapes which resemble
the armseye openipg of a garment.
Assemble fabric swatches 10" x 12". With the
following surface find hand characteristics, one
each of the folloWing:
Rough texture, smooth texture, dull surface, shiny
surface, sheer, bulky, stiff and clinging.
Transition: The fabric surface a0 the feel of a .

fabric are factors which affect the appearance of
the garment and the wearer. A

In this bag are a number of fabrics. Your task iS
to touch one of the fabrics in the bag. Do not look
at it. In one minute, tell us as much ahout the
fabric as you can.
As students take turns describing what they sense,
another student may record the words on the
chalkboard.
Empty the contents of the bag and compare the

*0 actual fabrics with the descriptions. Add to the
list of words which would accurately describe the
texture and hand of the fabric. Encourage students
to associated words and samples.
Transition: Fabrics of different textures and hand
effect the apparent size of the person wearing the
garment.
Direct attention to the ovals. Each of these ovals
is the same size. The shape resembles the armseye
on a garment.
The fabric that I will attach is similar to that of a
sleeve in a shirt, blouse, dress or coat.
Attach several fabrics .to the ovals to resemble a
sleeve. Ask:
What do you notice as you look at the ovals and
fabrics?

Textures which reflect light tend to
increase the apparent size of the
person wearing the garment.

Attach several others. Ask:
What can you say about the appearan e of the
ovals and the fabrics? What differences do you
note? What similarities?
Attach remaining fabrics? Ask:
What do you notice?
How does the surface texture affect the appearance'?

2-12
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Textures which absorb light tend to
decrease the apparent size of the
person wearing the garment, unless
they are.bulky.
Fabric of medium textures do not
have a marked effect on the
apparent size of the person wearing
the garment.
Stiff or crisp fabrics stand away from
the figure and thus conceal the
figure. They also add to the apparent
size of the person wearing the garment.
Heavy, bulky% shaggy fabrics tend to
increase the apparent size of the
person weding the garment.
Clinging fabrics tend to reveal the
size and shape of the figure.
Textures and color combine to
produce apparent change in size.
Any hue will be more noticeable
in a fabric which has a glossy or
shiny surface than it would be in a
fabric which has a rough tekture.
(Orange in a satin as compared
with orange in a basket weave wool
or corduroy.)

Line is an element of design that
influences the movement of the eye
and established space.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
How does the hand of the fabric affect the
appearance?
In general, what can be said to describe the affect
of fabric texture and hand on the apparent size
of the person wearing the garment?

What effect might color have when combined with
textures and hand?
Direct students in the identification of texture
and hand of fabric in their clothing. Use S.M.10.

Pre-Teaching: For each grou
one 81/2" x 81/2" page containj
information. Name of a part
an illustration of the line. Th
line should be 6" in length az
page. Include vertical, horizo
curved lines.

of students, prepare
ng the following
ular type of line and
illustration of the
centered on the .

1, diagonal and

Assemble magazines, catalogs, pattern books and
newspaper advertisements which contain
illustrations of clothing for males and females.
Divide the class into groups or pa4tners. Give each
group a page containing the name of the line
and illustration.
Transition: Line is part of the design of every item
of clothing.
The sheet of paper you have has the name and
illustration of one type of line. In the next 10
minutes, your task is to find as many instances of
that line in clothing as possible.
At the end of 10 minutes when time-is called,
arrange the pictures you have found so they'are
visible. Mark the line in the garment. You will
score 2 points for each correctly identified line
and 1 point will be subtracted for each line
incorrectly identified. .

When students have completed10 minutes of
activity and have identified instances of the line,
score the illustrations they have labeled.
Share the range of scores with *students. Continue
by having each group present the following
information to the class:

2-13
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

A vertical line is a line that takes
an up and down direction. Vertical
lines appear in seams, front closings,
trims,,pleats and creases. When
unbroken, a vertical line has a
tendency todemphasize height and
create an impressibn of slenderness.
A single color throughout the
garmeht or self-colored trip in any
non-vertical line can produce the
effect of-a vertical line.
A horizontal line runs parallel to
the ground or from side to side in a
garment. Horizontal lines appear
in yokes, belts, bands and square
necklines. Horizontal lines tend to
emphasize widtband may create
an impression of shortness apd added
weight.
An area of massed color, which
contrasts with other colors in the
garment, creates a horizontal line.
Diagonal lines are those that .

carry the eye in a slanting direction.
Diagonal lines appear in necklines,
yokes, front closings, and patterned
fabrics.
Diagonal lines which are more
nearly vertical will tend to carry
the eye up and haVe the effect of
producing height while those thai
are more nearly horizontal will
carry the eye across and have the
effect of producing width.
A curved line follows or produces
a line suggesting the arc of a circle.
Curved lines appear in round or oval
necklines, ruffles, scallops and
curved yokes.
Curved lines help to sbften the
contour of angular features and
may add to the apparent size of
the wearer.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION _

Place illustrations whe e they can be viewedlija
group. re

Name of the line and illustration
Direction which the line carries the eye
Different ways the line was produced in garment
Effect the line might have on the apparent size of a

person wearing a garment in which that type of
line was outstanding.

0

Direct students in the'identification of lines which
re predbeinate in the clothing listed on their
ventories. Ask:

What lines appear to be outstanding in your clothing?
What direction do they tend to carry the eye?
Circulak to individual studenfs and give assistance
as needed.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare Choosing What and Why.
Transition: Refer each student to the list of clothing
he/she had identified as items for replacement or
addition.
Give each student a copy of the "What and Why" form:

6.;
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

The clothing selected and worn by
an individual is not an adequate
basis for drawing conclusions about
the individual's character, skill,
knowledge, social or economic class.

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACSER INTERACTION MATERIAL
Students may use a variety of media to
illustrate thimplor, texture and line which they
want in the fitment they choose to add or
replace in their wardrobl.
As students work on individual projects,
circulate and encourage them to identify
qualities wanted in the garment. Through
questioning, point up the effect of color, texture,
and line on appearance.
Allow several days for completion of activity.

Pre-Teaching: During the time the students are
working on their individual prOjects the following
activity may be incorporated:
Identify a faculty member of individual on the
school staff who is well known to the students.
Make arrangements to borrow 2 to 3 different
outfits from the person, which he/she wears for
different activities.
e.g., Principal of the school.
- an outfit she/he might wear while engaged in a

hobby (i.e., cooking, gardening, fishing, etc.)
- an outfit she/he might wear to a special occasion.

an outfit worn while doing home repair.
Display the outfits in the classroom.
Transition: Look carefully at the three outfits.
Answer the following questions for each outfit:
A. What is the person like who wears this outfit?
B. What does the person do who wears the outfit?
C. What are some outstanding characteristics about

this person?
When students have completed their responses to the
questions, share ideas and reach a consensus about the
characteristics of the persons to whom the clothing
belongs. Continue:
Think about the people who work in the school. To
whom might these garments belong?
When students have had a chance to guess, reveal the
identify of the person. Note the students' reactions.
Ask:
Why did you react as you did?
What does this experience seem to say about clothing
and individual's personality's and character?

students regarding the garment th selected for
Unit may be completed with short ports from

addition to their wardrobe and the reasons for choice.

2-15
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S. M. 1 - ITEMS OF CLCTHING WHICH MAY BE USED TO ILLUSTRATE RELATIONSHIP
OF CLOTHING AND HUMAN NEEDS. SELECT NUMBER APPROPRIATE

Shoes Socks -\C-oate Pants

sandals
tennis
steel-tipped
work boots

rubber boots
slippers
penny, loafers
golf ,

platform
hip boots
waffle stompers
high-top
button-top
saddle
spike heels
clogs
vinyl fashion

boots

others

pantyhose
sweat
knee-hi's
wool
over-the..-calf

thigh-hi's
individual toes
footlets
suppokt hose
textured hose
seam nylons
cotton stockings

others

polo
wraparound
shortie
bat tlrj cket
jean cket
trench
raincoat
midi
maxi
car
overcoat
windbreaker
poncho
cape
army jacket
fur

others

cut-offs
corduroys
double knits
satin .

bell bottoms
wool
bib overalls
denim jeans
hip-huggers
pleated fronts
pedal pushers
hot pants .

lounging paja-
mas

others

e.g. Sandals may be worn for protection, comfort, or group approval.

6 G
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S. M. 2

CLCTHINO INVENTORY

Names,

Season: Fall, Winter, Early Spring; Late Spring, SUmMer,'Early Fall

II III IV

List the Activities in
which you take part

List the Clothing
you wear for the

activity

.ry
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S. M. 3 TO MAKE A CHOICE

Bob has been tiiking care of the Olson's three children for the summer; He

takes them to swimming lessons and the playground and supervises theM at
home. Mr. and Mrs. Olson think he does a good job and have invited him to
go out to dinner with the family.

Bob knows that the Olsons will be dressed up for the occasion. He has a
shirt, tie and sports jacket he could wear, but he really is uncomfortable
in these garments. He wonders what his friends would say if they saw him
'in these clothes.' What should he do?

Why? ,

Jane's winter coat from last year still fits her but it isn't warm. On a
windy day or if the temperature drops below 20 degrees she becomes cold
very quickly. Jane Ualks to school which is about five blocks away and
is often cold by the time she gets there. She wants a new winter coat.
Her parents have said she can get a new winter coat but there won't be'.
enoughmoney to b4 neW ice skates. Her present skates are some old beat
up hockey skates. What should Jane di)...

Why?

JasOn is in the 5th grade. His clothing is clean, but ieis not like ttat
of other 5th grade boys. His teacher has observed that the children often
tease him and make unkind comments about his clothing. Imagine your best
friend starts to tease Jason while you are with him/her. 'What would you do?

Why?

Margaret has blonde hair and very fair skin. All of her friends have been

purchasing the new cranberry colored'clothing and she would llike to have

something of that color, too. She tried on a sweater of cranberry color

and it made herlook very pale. Her girlfriend urged her to buy it. Margaret

thought shc looked.awful. What should`tehe do?

Why?

6 G
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S. M..4
VALUE CLARIFICATION

Sample responses that students might Make tc Bobs Situation:

Wear clothes that are comfortable.
:Buy new clothes for the occasion with the money he is makiug.
Refuse to go with the Olsons because he doesn't want to fe

seen with them.
Wear his jeans.
Tell his friends that he has to go to keep his job.
Meet the Olsons at the restaurantand wear his comfortable clothes

there and then change into thejacket anel tie before they see him.
4

Sample reasons students might give for their,choices:

Choice: Wear clothes that ave*mfortable.
w

Reasons: If his clothes are uncomfortablelhe won't have a good time.
If=his pants'are too stallthe'll be so uncomfortable he won't
be able to eat.

If his cilothes are uncomfortable, he'll feel funny.
Comfortable clothes will, help make him more at ease.
Comfortable clothes will be appropriate to the season of the year.
If You're'going out to have a good time, you should be able to wear

whatever clothes make you comfortable.

Sample questions that might be used to help students clarify their vialues:

Is this (e.g.comfort) something that is important toyou?'
Did you consider other alternatives to the situation?
Did you make the dedision by yourself?
What are some consequences (possible results) from making this

choice?
Wouid you suggest doing.this often?
How might this choice affect other People?
Are there-any other possibilitiel?
How important is this (e.g.jOb) to you?
What are some good things about this choice? Le

What are some bad things about this choice?
Would you want other people to make the same choice or decision?
Is the choice or decision something you would do?
What reasons do you have for making= the choice you did?
If you were the other person in the situation, how would you feel?

What would e you change your mind?
Would.you de'w Oe same thingl'if your friendsordidn't approve?
Ikuld you do the same thing, if your best friendi were with you?

6 9
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S. M. 6

CLOTHING: GAPS AND SURFXUS

The list of activities that are part Of yOur life style can help you see the
types of clothing that are needed during a particular season.

Look at the list of activities and clothing you.developed and complete the
following tasks.

/-
List items of clothing which you do not wear often.

1. 6..

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

The statements below give reasons why a garment is not worn. Place the
letter of the statement or statements in front of the garment to which it
applies.

A. Does not fit
B. Needs repair.
C. Requires too much care to keep in wearing condition (washing, ironirig).
D. I don't like the color.
E. I don't like the style.
F. I don't take part in the activity for which the garment was chosen.
G. The garment has gone out of style.
H. I have other garments of the same type which I wear.

Add other reasons and identify by letter.

List the activities you participate
in for which you don't have clothing.

List the activities for which you
. would like to have additional cloth-
ing or replacement clothing.

7 o
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S. M. 7

cOLOR WINDOW

The display board is used to focus students' attention it colored samples.
A piece of tag board or heavy cardboard, 3' X 1 1/2', inii neutral color is
suggested. Three oval windows approximately 6" X 9" are cut from the tag

board. Fabric or paper can be attached to the back of the board with masking .

tape or Velcor can be applied with rubber cement or staples.

.The window will be used for activities related to value and intensity.

te
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pm HIlftArk,VALUEDENTIFICATION
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*

^ 7'v (
7': ,.I.Jii174§ ..colared,S'amp -es'ayail,a14.g A he -room,'4"complete the following color
e
, equea 61)y.disrlaying.11,4dolored 41amp1 ..,
,

.,... t....j.`,.
2

-.

...::

7
: An .example of

t.

2. This hue is named?

An example of a low value of the
same hue. .

4. An example of a high value of the
same hue.

5. Two hues which are high in valUe.

6. Two hues which are low in value.

7. Two hues which are tints.

8. Two hues which are shades.

.9. Three colors which you like to wear.
(Circle the highest value color; Check (X)
the lowest value color.)

10. What is your favorite color? Is it a
pure color, a shade or a tint?

7
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S. M. 9

INTENSITY IDENTIFICATION

Directions: Refer to Hue and Value Identification Activity and complete the
following activities:

1. Look at the color samples you chose to answer questions 3 and 4. Circle
the most intense color.

2. Look at the color sapples you chose to answer question 5. Circle the
least intense color.

3. Look at the color samples for questions 6 and 7. Rank order those colors
from most to least intense. Use number I to.indicate most intense and
number 4 to indicate least intense.

4

4. Look at the three colors which you like to wear. _Circle the most

intense color.

5. What is your favorite color?

6. From the colored samples (crayons, fabric, paper, paint chips)ptelect
five to ten samples of your favorite color which differ from each Other
in'value and intensity. Mount on a separate sheet of paper. Identify
the value of each sample and the intensity.

2-24
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S. M. IO

Garment

CHARACTERISTICS OF MY CLOTHING

Color-Hue Value Inte!ity Surface
Texture

Hand Predominant
line

Mark with an * the features which you enjoy.

2-25
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S. M. 11 - SOME THOUGHTS HEATED TO CHOICE OF COLORS TO ENHANCE kIESONAL
COLORING r

The choice of color to enhance personal coloring is related to personal pre-
ference and to knowledge of the effects produced by colors in relation to skin,
hair and eye coloring. To determine the colors which appear in perspnal fea-
tures requires sensitivity to subtle differences in coloring as well as the
ability to note slight changes in tone produced as colored fabrics are placed
next to the skin. JuniOr high school students probably have not developed
this sensitivity. It is unlikely thatsufficient instruction and experiences
can be provided in the limited time available to develop tht, sensitivity re-
quired to make complete and accurate analysis. However, it may be possible
to begin to develop an awareness of personal coloring and to illustrate several
general principles related to the effect of color in clothing on personal
coloring.

6:t

The question of whether a color looks "good" on an individual can be determined
only if the meaning of "good" can be described. What is rated as "good" is
somewhat the function of cultural learning as well as individal preference.

The effect of color on personal appearance can be described. e.g. When you
wear that medium blue color your eyes seem brighter. That dull, blue-green
brings out the pink in your skin. The medium value, dull orange makes your
frecklee more visible.

This kind of descriptive information can be used by individuals to decide
which appearances are ',good" to them If individuals want to make their
freckles more visible than the medium value,dull orange would be rated "good."

The experiences suggested in the pupil-teacher interaction are based on the
foregoing thoughts'.

7 7
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S. M. 12

CHOOSING "WHAT" AND.."WHY"

1. From the items of.clothing you identified on the Gaps and Surplus
form, select one or two'which yOu want to replace or add to your

wardrobe.

2. What clothing needs do you want,the garment to meet? How do you

want to appear in the garment?

3#: Describe the garment which would best meet your needs. InclUde

the following information: (Illustrate with pictures, actual.color
and fabric samples.)

Garment type

Color (hue, value, intensity)

Texture of Fabric

Drape of Fabric

Predominant Lines

Will this particular garment be satisfying for you? Why?

2-27
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S. M. 13

Craig, Hazel. Clothing:
pincott. 1973.

Kefgen, Mary and Phyllis

tion and Personal Ap
(Teacher Reference)

Orke, Ben V. and Eleanor J. Gowne. Dress. Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A.
Bennett. 1969.

REFERENCES

A Comprhensive Study. New York: J. B. Lip7

Touche -Specht. Individuality in Clothing Seleo-
pearance. New York: MacMillan Company. 1971.

Roach, Mary Ellen and Joanne B. Eicher. The Visible Self: Perspectives
on Dress. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:- Prentice-Hall Inc., 1973.
(7777E77 Reference)

Vanderhoff, Margil. Clothes, Part of your World. Ginn and Company, 1968.

Visuals:

Color Concepts filmstrip. No. 82825..- "A Teaching Unit on Color." (Two
filmstrips) Planned to provide.a basic introduction to color, this
teaching supplement includes two filmstrips: I. "Color Concepts. -
How plind and Eyes See Color." II. "Looking for Color - Seeing Color
IdeaS Everywhere and Translating them into Use." Ideas for learning
experiences, for illustrative materials and for incorpOrating color
into other home economics units are included, elong with.illustra-
tions for use with the overhead projector in teaching basic princi-
ples about color as a tool. Educational and Ciensumer Relations.
J. C. Penney Canpany, Inc., 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
'New York 10019.

-:a
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UJIT TIT'LE: CONSUMER CLOTHING

UNIT FOCUS: Alternative methods of acquiring clothing are explored in terms of resources required and
problems or risks involved. Knowledge of the properties of textile flblrs and information provided
by textile product labels are presented as resources useful in acquirineclothing whether clothing is
purchased ready-made or self-constructed. Indicators of quality in garment construction are
identified, and students have the opportunity to examine and compare garments for quality of
construction. Attention is given to factors which affect prices charged and the relationship of price
and quality. Experiences are provided which encourage students to relate factual inforination to
Clothing acquisition proillems and decision-making.

,

RATIONALE: Clothing appears to help satisfy a viriety of human needs. The selection and acquisition
of clothing are tasks which individuals perform throughout life. Current methods of acqujring
clothing place the individual in the role of consumer of goods .produced.an part or in total by
someone other than the user of the goods..Under current conditions, information on which to
base choices cannot be readily obtained from casual experiences or informal instruCtion.
Increasingly, junior high eaool students are assuming the role of consumers in egard to' the
acquisition of clothing. Instruction which incorporates factual information to the
acquisition of clothing and opportunities to employ this information in the role-of a coniumer
can help students make decisions which will contribute to their well-being and can improve
decision-making capabilities,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Omprehension of alternative methods of acquiring clothing
Willingnesi to explore alternative methods of acquiring clothing in real or simulated situations
Comprehension of the outstanding properties of selected textile flbers
Comprehension of the relationship of fiber properties to garment performance -

Comprehension of the information provided on textile product labels
Comprehension of the effect of methods of fabric construction on fabric characteristics
Comprehension of standards for construction feetures in clothing
Comprehension of the effegst of advertising on consumer decision-making
Ability to employ comparison shopping prcicedures..in the acquisition of clothing
Willingness to use factual information' as a guide for decision-making in the acquisition of clothing
Responds to factual information relevant tO clothing acquisition

.

Knowledge of the role of Values in consumer decision-malting. .

Awarenekf,.of personal values which influence consumer decision-maKng

REQUIRED EDUCATIONAL PREREQUISITE: None. Eevel II.

SUGGESTED TIME: 3 weeks:

80
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Acquiring clothing by purchasing
new ready-to-wear involves the

.followilg reaources:
expenditure of money
knowledge of information related

to fabric performance
knowledge of quality in garment

Construction features
time used to select items
knowledge of desired appearance

features
Problems or ria'ks which may be
involved when clothing is acquired
by purchasing new ready-to-wear
include:

lack of knowledge related to
fabric performance

lack of knowledge related to
construction features

inability to obtain information
reganling fabric performance
possible inability to return item

after purchase, if dissatisfied
Acquiring clothing by purchasing
used ready-to-wear involves the
following resources: '

Af,

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL
Pre-Teachinw Prepare case situations. Modify
situations to make relevant to students. S.M.1
Divide students into groups of 4-5. Give each group
one of the case situations.
Transition: The situation which hasheen given to
your group presents a problem related to obtaining
clothing. Read the situation and complete the
following tasks: List tasks on chalkboard or overhead
projector.
1. List all of the methods or ways individuals in the

situation might obtain the desired clothing.
2. List all of the resources needed to Obtain the

clothing through the several methods identified.
3. List t41111101bléms or risks that might be

experidinfid in obtaining the item of clothing by
the suggested method.

Allow time for students to complete tasks. Circulate
to groups and encourage them to identify a variety
of methods or ways of acquiring the item.
Methods which mieit be suggested include: borrowing,
buying new or used ready-to-wear, repair or renovation
of items, self-construction, renting and doling.
When students have completed tasks, have each gro
report to the class. Record respoiises in chart fo
on chalkboard.
Item Method or Way .Resources Pro
Needed of Acquiring Required Risks
As students report to the class, encourage consideration
of resources and risks or problems associated with
each methOd. Ask:
What resources are needed to obtain clothing by
the method suggested?
What information would be helpful in making a
decision about- the particular garment?
Are any personal skills or abilities required?
What problems might occur when clothing is obtained
by the method suggested?

3-2
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
expenditure of money
knowledge of information related

to fabric performance
knowledge of quality in garment

construction features
time used to select items
knowledge.of desired appearance

features
ability to repair or ienovate urd

garments
Problems or risks which may be
involved when purchasing used
ready-to-wear include:

inability to obtain and/or
understand information
related to fabric performance,
construction features, care
required

inability to return items after
purchase ..

risk t at item may not be modified
t meet needs if modifocation
i necessary

,

Acquiring clothing by self-construction
involves:

expenditure of money for equipment
and supplied required for
construction .

skill in clothing construction and
fitting time for selecting
materials and pattern axle
completing construction

knowledge of information related
to fabric performance,
construction features and care

. required
knowledge of appearance features

desired
Problems or risks which may be
involved when a garment is self-
constructed intlude:

lack of adequate skill to
construct gagrnent of style
and quality desired

lack of money to invest in .
equipment needed for
construction

in-ability to obtain or understand
informatiOn related to fabric
performance, construction
features and care required

inability to return items after
purchase

Acquiring chathing fiy repair or
renovation involves resources and
risks simiiar to those involved iri
self-construction of clothing.. .
Acquiring clothing by ,borrowing it
involves:

v.

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
time to make arrangement`to

111 borrow and return item
obtaining and underStanding..

information i'elated to fabric
performance, construction
features and care of the item

knowledge of appearance features
desired.

Problems or risks which may be
involved'when clothing is borrowed
include:

responsibility, for the condition
of the item'while it isbeing
used and when it is returned
to the owner

inability to obtain or understand
information related to fabric
performance, construction ti
features and care required

Acquiring clothing by renting it -,P
involves:

time to make rental arrangements
money
knowledge 45f appearance.features

desired
obtaining and understanding

information related to fabric
-performance, construction
features and care of the item

Problems or risks associa;ed with
rentarof clothing are similar fo
those involved in borrowing

-clothing.
Acquiring clbthing by stealing
involves:

time
+obtaining- and.understanding

inforMation 'related to fabric
performance, construction
features and care of the item

knoWledge of the "apPearance
desired

Problems and risks which may be
involved when clothing is stolen
include:

Individuals who steal are subject
, to punishment under the law.
Individuals who iteal establish

a retord as. Offenders.
lowers the profit of the

'-'"'Store owner. Prices are raised to
maintain the profit level.

All contumers pay for the cost of s
stealing.

Stealing is harmful to all persons
involved in the situation.

-

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
What responsibility does the borrower assume?
What responsibilities might the parents of the person
who borrows clothing assume?
Encourage students to take each of the points of view.
a. Person wheloans the item
b. Parents of person who loans the item
c. Person who borrows item
d. Parents of person who ilOrrows'thetitem

SUPPORT
MATERIAL

, .

Pre-Teaching: Makelairangernents for,a-shop owner
and police officer, Or other informed person
associated with the law and juvenile offenders, to
talk with the class about stealing.

;it

RevieN4 S.M. questions forInquiry.on Shoplifting:
Students and teacher can-identify the kindsof
questions they havi prioito inviting the Speak*
to class. Both hiclividuals might apPear at the same
time to give a more cOmplete understanding at the
problem and its consequences.-

Pre,Teaching: Prepare copies of survey, How Do 4
People Get Their Clothing.

3-4
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Anumi rent ways or
,' -Alternativ .nreans can be used. to

cqure clothing.
.

I
Each method requires-the use of

.3;10.s:oures. ResOurces are things
qsedto help.achieve the item of

tgoap.,
_Ail, of the alternative methods
inxiolve,O.e.Use of time
*dinfortnation about fabrid

.threnance and aonstruction
...."'.1.,leafures 'of garments.

. . .

Several'of the methods involve
use of money, in addition to'Other
resdurces.
Several df the methods inv
sewing skills in addition td other
.resources. 4'

L-TEACHER INTERACTION
lain the survey td students and have them

vplete the survey for theinselvey'
nformation from the other persdn to be interviewed

can be collected-as an out-of-school assignment.
Transition: Refer students to completed survey. *-
Tabulate results..from part I and II on chalkboard
or large papiorkart. Ask:

infoMation in the chart what can be said
usual method used in obtaining slacks,

eans?
be said about ihe usual method used to

sweaters? Continue questioning to
familiarize students with data.
When all,of the ways of obtaining clothing are
considered what appears to be true?
Which method is, least frequently used?
WhiCh method is midst frequently used?
Refer students to the resources chart. Tabulate
results on chalkboard or large chart.
What resources are used when an item is self-produced?
Continue questioning to familiarize students with data.
What similarities do you notice among the resources
used in the different methods?
What differences do you notice among the resources
used?
Consider th'eiknformation on both charts. What
relationship might ther e between the resources
ag individual has and iethod he or she chooseS
to obtain clothing?*
'Which method do you use more frequently? Why?
lire you satisifed.with the results?
Share students' answers. Encourage students to
identify relationship of resources to method and
satisfaction with method.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble swatches of fabric made of
cotton, wool, nylon and polyester. Assemble
magpifying glasses or pick glasses. One for every 3-4
stuffents.
Prepare transparencies of Fiber Properties.
Transition: In each of the ways of acquiring
clothing which were suggested;one of the
resources which was involved was inflormation
about the fabric and its performance.
Distrib'ute several different fabric samples to groups
of students. Explain the use of the magnifying glasses.
Althw studenCs time to sifamine fabrics.
Encouragestudents to illravel the fabric and identify
parts of the f no.
In view of ti dents, identify examples of the
terms fabri arn and fiber. -

Define eachand explain how each is related to the
fabric. .

. _
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'CONCEPTUAL CONT
ISktile fibers ace pliable hair-like
substances whiCh are the smallest
visible unit. Used in making a fabric

*Fibers are made into yarns. Yarns
are orie or more cOntinuoug strands
or lengths of fiber combined with
twists to form a longer thread:

FtPI L-TEACHER INTERACTION

Textile fabric or cloth is made by .
intertwining or interlacing fibers .
and/or yarns.

Absorbency is the ability of the
fiber to take up and hold moistr
Moisture may be in the form of'
water solutions and perspiration.

.4t Abrasiorb.is the wear prod...iced on a
fabric by-rubbing the fabric surface

'.against another surface.
*4 to

silienty is the ability of a fiber
o overcome wrinkles caused by-

wear, washing or compression. A
'fiber which is resilient regains its
original appearance readily after
being subjected to conditions
which cause wrinkling.

.Strength is the ability to withstan
stress or force,
The strength of a woven fabric is
expressed as force in pounds per
square inch required to break or
rupture (tear) the fabric sample.'
Standards have been established for
a desirable arnount of force for
speeific fabrics. Eg., 55 ialkiids
is desirable-tor men's shIWYabrics.

Circulate to groups. Ask:
Was the fabric that you examined made up of
yarns? How many sets of yarns were in the fabric?
How were the yarns held together? Was there a
pattern in the way the yarns were placed?
What was the appearance of the fiber? (length,
surface appearancecl, I

TransitioN The fibers that make up fabrics differ
not only in their appearance but in other qualities,
tha,isLmt can not see with the naked eye.
These qualities or prope ties are cif particular
Interest to consumers o yard go ds and garments.
Reveal transpargricy for ty of Absorption.

.Pefine and explain the property. Ask:
In what garment or textile items would an absorbent
fabric be desirable?

4. dish towels
bath towels
sweat suits

Show transparency. Look at the illustration. What
does the term abrasion mean?
What are examples of surfaces a fabric might rub

,agAist, thus causing wear by abrasion?
In what garments w01,4ran abrasion resistant fabric
be desirable?
Are there particular areas of ga
m re wear from abrasion than othe areas?
Sh w transparency related to fiber resiliency.

ts which receivi0

Look at the illustrations. What does the term
resilient mep.n?

OPPORT
MATERIAL

Pre-Teaching: Assemble samples of sewing thread
lnade of nyeon, cotton, silk and polyester core of
approximately the same weight.
Transition: Describe tests for strength.
Give several students sewing thread samples.
Direct therp to break the thread by pulling-with
their hands. Compare types for ease of breaking.

4



CON$EPTUAL CONTENT .

Equipment iS used that measures
the Waking strength. The fabric
is clamped in place,and force is
applied.in both directions until
the fabric breaks.
The breaking strength of knitted
fabrics is express* as the force
in pounds per square inch required
to rupthtre the fabrit Two methods
may be used. In both, an obdect is
pushed through thejample fabric
while it is clamped ilk sphereJan
embroidery hoop) as the object is
pushed through and the force
exerted is recorded.

Heat Sensitivity refers to the
effect of heat on the fabric.
Heat sensitiyity is tested by
expbsing a fabric sample to
varying degrees of heat hol
the exposure time constant.
The heat sensitivity of a fiber may
exhibit itself in the form of
changed appearance of fabric
color, texture or hand.

Flammability refers to the ease of
ignition and speed with which a
fiber burns.
The tests for flammability are done
using a sample exposed to a direct
flame. The sample is often held
iite-itically to simulate a person in
an erect position wearing a garment.
Self-ex guishing fibers are those
in whic the flame will go out
when they are removed from the
source of the flame.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Pre-Teaching: Assemble fabric samples of varying
fiber content. May include blends, e.g., cotton,
polyester, cotton/polyester.
Set iron at lOw setting and demonstrate teSt with
two samples of varying sensitivity fo15ante period.

of time. Ask:
Whai changes.occur in thekibric aft exPosure tot,
dry heat?
Has the fabric 'appearance chan ed
Has the texture ox.hand of tkie b

Pre-Teaching: Assemble fa isath
fibers, tongs, and a sourct Ihntie. .

, ..i
It may be helpful to clerrienstrEited e'or ihore
tests to 'Students, as this.wi 1 alfow eni to- pr
observation and recor. gf observgtyon. °
The frammabijity 1...yve sui to.idejlia sirati', r.l.If thetes is to be . 0116 the5:4re
aloud. ,hasize e.; r: t.: s.t... '
Oroced on results... ,,, .

Ing

pt,44

Demonstrate the filial test as dire
approxiiriate burning ti each sample. D
students to recdrd obserylitzwn their sbee4 As

'or
Was there an atterglow?

_Did the fabric tarn into
. Did the fabric sillf-extigpi

it difficult to make t

Pre-Te g: Assemble saMpleS' of 1.40AIL
polyester, nylon and wool or aLth
which students may haye in thZir
Six samples of each fabric ty0 w
tests. Fabrics of similar weight,
are recommended. Do not use fibrics with w
resistant finishes. If fabrics of thiti iype ar
certain to identify this characterist
begin tests.

4 A

crmelt (tRto
A .

0 tr.-
e?

t

eneedotfvr.
ve and te,rtiirg,d'

Refer to procedures,for testi* t rifs (S.
assemble other Applies andtegui nt needed. ..!.

, S.M.8
v Divide students into groups to perform.testa...:Eachr

group of students cap,fperform thf several testt on.:
typeof &bile. 7
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Cotton is a fiber which will absorb
water and other Moisture such as
perspiration.
Cotto la is a reasonably strong
fiber. It is not weakened by
moisture!
Cotton fiber is not resilient or
elastic and, therefore, wrinkles

Cotton will show some wear due
to abrasion.
Cott On burns readily. Exposure to
heat will caw cotton fibers tO
scorch. NornIal exposure to heat
will not harm the cottlViber.
Polyester is a fiber which will

'absorb little moisture..
Polyester is a-strong fiber. It is
not weakened by moisture.
Polyester resists wrinkling very*
well and will return to its
unWrinkled state as it becomes
wrinkled while wearing.
Polyester may pill or fOrm small
balls.
Polyeiter may burn but, usually,

, :Melts-Burns less rapidly than
other fibers. Low heat settings
ar0 dekiiid for ironing to Wevent

se sithi he. 4.

bric which does-not
abSorb sture iadi1y3.

',..istylo a strong fib e It loses some
istre hen wet.

Nylon ists wrinkl ng. It recovers
'from creasing orwrikling.
Nylon Nithstands a ion.

,

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Arrange the supplies needed for eacLiJst,at a
separate location-in the classrooN. drits..may
circulate lieesting locations to peg in tbe ests.
Prepare el-Ples of Testing Prodedures-ame
ObsertiationFarms.

. TransitiOn: Explain ioom arrangement. and assign
Wtesting.tostudent grout* Familiarize

s :with p nedure for testing and use of the
obsOiaton'fo p 1

-s
Allow tiine' for 0 qUiSs-to perform tests. Observe

sand record 'data. Cix 30'10.i:sups. Encourage'careful
testing and oOservilliitio.. '-

When l tests for the,Seyeral:types of fiber have been
completed, direct each .gront in reporting their
findings to the total class,
Record findings in chart form on chalkboard or large
sheet of paper. S.M.9, Summary ChareProperties
of Fibers.

-

t

018 4,
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*COIN&TUAL CdfITENT
Nylon is thermoalititic. It melts
away frarn the flame. It will

. discolor and lose strength under
temperatures.of 350'degrees F.
Wool is a fiber that will absorb
moisture readily. It may absorb
up to 30% of its weight and not
feel wet.
Wool fibers-are weak and are weaker
when wet.
Wool is a-resilient fiber and
wrinkles will hang out.
Wool is resistant to abrasion due
to its flexibility, when in he
fabric state.'
Wdol is self-extinguishin . When
the flame is removed, the fire
will go out. It is sensitiv to dry
hort above 210 degree

A blend is a fabric made up of
yarns Which contain a mixture
of different fibers.
In a blend, each yarn contains the
fibers.w,hich have hOblended.
In allénd, the desirable qualities
of-one tends to eliminate or
modify the undesirable qualities
qA. another.
To obtain the qualities that are
desired, a fibef must contain at
least 30% of the fiber supplying
those qualities.

Off,

v(

Fibers are made ipto yarns through
mechanieal or chemical spinning

Trocesses.

PUPIL-TEAC

(

R INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Assemble fabric sWitthes which are
blends, e.g., cotton and polyester, cotton arid nylon.
Transition: Write the term blend on chalkboard. Ask :
What does this word mean? Relate student
responses to the meaning of blending.
Explain the meaning of blends as it refers tid fibers
and fabric .

Show sanplesof fabrids which are blends.
Compare properties of blended swatches with
swatches of 100% cotton.
Tests for wrinkle resistance and absorbepcy may be
used to illustrate changes in fabric properties due to
blending df fibers.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of "What Would You
Choose?"
Trarisition: Divide stdrr4.0 pail's. Give each .

4e-student's a copy of "What Wo d You Choose?"4-.-
"Familiarize students with the information presented:

Asaclass., work through the identification of qualitie
cleared and. fiber choice for one problem.,

ach pair pf r4udents can complete additibnal
problepia 44,44re tfreir decisions ind reasons with

,the class.
Refer to sunimary chart of fiber propildies and text
books to determine appropriatenesi of choir&

Pre4eaCh1sig: Assemble fabric sarles which illustrate
yarr4dt different weights qd texturevCombine by
Weaviiig ancj knitting.
Transition: In part, fiber's determine the performance
of fabrics and garments.
The'Svay in Which the fibers are made into yarns
and the yarns into fabrics also influences the
performance,of fabrics.
Illustrate and explain tile Or cesses of making fibers
into -yarns:,

pep

SUPPORT
MATERIAL



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
'Yarns are one or more cogitinuous
strands or lengths of fiber combined
with twists to form longer threads.
Fibers can be combined to produce
yarns which vaw in weight and
strength.
Yarns of varying appearance may
beibroduced by spinning process.
Yarns are combined by sderal
different methods to produce
fabrics.
Each method of construction
produces a fabric with chgracterisitcs
which differ from those produced
by-another method of construction.
Weaving is a method of construction
in which two or more yarns are interlaced
at right angles to each other.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Unravel fabrics to show yarns of different weight
ind appearance.

Give students samples of woven fabrics.

Explain the processes of weaving. Direct students'
attention to sample fabrics to note the particular
pattern of interlacing of yarns in the sample.

Warp yarns are the lengthwise yarns
which run parall to the selvage. They
are usually stro d have little
stretch or give.
Filling yarns areWosswise yarns and
usually have more give or stretch.
Fabridi constructed by weaving
are similar in regard to dimensional
stability. Woven fabrics stretch
verylitle except on the bias.
K,nitting'is a method of construction Ir4.
in which yarns are combintltby.
interlooping.

:lboknitted fabric which is mage f
%-btie continuous yarn is-called a

fitliriwknit.
This ty*Pe of knit,,if snagged or
broken, will !loosen, run or,
unravel.
A knitted fabric which is made by
interlooping parallel ways, into .

wales is a wrap knit. Tricot,
,milanese and raschel units are
types of wrap knits.
Knitted fabrics Ifee the following
general characteristics: elasticity,

softnesit aridmay be
porous.

Give students samples of knitted fabrics.
4,ExplainyroCess of knitting. Direct students'
attention to samples of knit construction. Note:
ch*acteristics of knit fabrics.
Compareiloracteristics of woverHabrics to those

. of knit fabt4.-
Refer students to "Wiiat Would you Choose?" form.
Ask:
What type of fabric .gonstruction would be suited
to the first problen#Why?
Select Other problems and consrr type of faiSEc
constructioti suitable.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble the following textile lab*:
textile fiber products identification labels', permanent
caredtabels, flammability labels and/or catalo 11.14

desaptions of flammability labels. Some m.ufacturers
will combine all information on one label. -

8 9
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

The name or registered number of
the manufacturer must be listed on
the prqduct.
The fitier content of the product is
to be listed in predominance of
weight of all fibers which make up
5% br more of the total weight of
the product.
The generic4A'ame of the textile
fiber must appear on the product.
The gefric name of the textile is
similar to a family name. The fibers
within a specific general group have
the same general properties. They
require.similar care. The trademarked
fiber name may apRearalong with the
generic name. Theseitmdemarked
names advertise a particular
product and the company which

' produces the product. Dacroin is
the trademarked name of thP E.I.
du Pont de e4urs Co.
polyester fi er.

IP

4- ir

.0L

For yard goodS,.only the bOlt need
,be labeled. Itit:the responsibility of

k the consumer to c in formation
desired.

Theqesttile Fiber Products
Identiflcation Act was enacted in
1960.

R

"<''
e f6deral Tikcle

'COixtfs 60-i-tiled that all textile
wegirinKaPparennUst carry .a*,
permanently attached care label
if the item' cost was'$3. or IMOre.
The care label l's.to provid Cleary
and complete directions for care.. .
and maintenance.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Transition: Information which will inform the
consumer about the fibers in textile products is
found on textile product labels.
Giv groups of students TFPIA labels. Ask:
What information is on the label?
Record responses. From student liSts identify the
several types of information which.are required on
the label according to TFPIA rulings.

Differentiate between generic name and trademark
names. Refer to Fiber Classification.

Direct students' a on to-the labels as the
provisions of the g are explained.

Transition:1)i further assist the cisii. gers in
selecitinglahrics which would have the:Prformance
qualifiesifie-y,cOsired-,'"a second ruling related to care
ot textile prUjicts was enacted in 1971.

groups students examples Of care labels or
garments coi1ining care labels, or refer them to
informatioel found on basiolabel which is required
by permanent care label. .

What inforipation is on thelahel? Re,tord rleVonses.
From-thestudent lists, identitryltheseyeralttypes of
information required by the regulationslaf the

4) permanent carelabel.

Direct sti.ts' attention to the labels as the
provisions of the regulation are explained.

Care instructioo are to ply to all s'..1

parts of tge prA,ict.

3-11
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Each year, burns associated with
flammable fabrics take the lives
Of a number of persons and injure
many !more.
Three groups of people appear to .
have a high risk of being burned -
hy clothing which catchet on fire.-
Children are burned while playihg
with matches or near fire.
Once their clothing has caught fire,
they are unable to extinguish it.
The elderly fail to note the sources
that may cause fire.
-Reduced motor skills and ability to
see well reduce their reaction time,
and they are unable to protect
themselves.
The handicapped cannot respond
quickly to remove themselves from
the fire or put out
DOC FF 3-71 Standar or the
Flammability of Children's
Sleepwear, 0 - 6X EffeCtAte July'
29, 1973.
This regulation appti6 to plij
nightgOwns, robes orilather it
intended to be worn primarily Tor
sleeping, excluding underwear and
diapers. Includes fablitor
related materials soiling. use in
children's sleepwear6Must,be
labeted according to Permanent
Care Labeling Act, including
statement of compliance to the
Standard for Flammability of
Childreti's Sleepwear and any
precautionary instructions to1.

protect the items from treatment
that may cause deterioration of
the flame- resistance.
Enforced by Consumer Products '
Safety Commission.
A fabric or garment that complies
with the Flammability Standard
has been tested with several
proceduresand has satisfactorily
paased the "Vertical Forced
Igniticin" testjhis test is done
before and aft& 50 launderings.
The chart length is not to exceed
10" in the sample with an Pfttr
flame period of melting and ic
dripping not to exceed 10 seconds.

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION
Prepare transparency cllabel information.
Transition: On the chalkboard or overhead
projector, write the following:
3,000 - 5,000 Die

200,000 Injured iv brics
Direct students' attention to writing. Ask:
What relationship might exist between fabrics
and these numbers?
Accept responses and encourage students to

'clarify their ideas.
Read-one of the case sitidies in the Support
Materials. What does this case study illustrate?
Accept responses.
Identify groups of people who are subjects of burn
accidents involving clothing. Identify factors which
contribute to the higher risk of accident.

+f

SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Review sort 4i of fiber test chart related to, .

flammabilityVAsk:
-..

What fiwls ire flammable? . -4.',,t'_.,4,-,,-;..:''..,.
0.

, '2t,plain the provisions of the standard'for.
. flammabiUty bf children's sletpwear andthe teats .

used, to *ermine Whetherfabric-meeti the'stand
Dernonstratean ignition tese-with stain:04*Mb c:,
which has. aflarne retardantfinish and One WhilAihaf,
not h a the treatment.

. ,..
, 14, .).. r

: ' '-;. ' ` 4t
. .

Shoir sparency ofinfornatioh provided on labw
Rf a gerM pt Whichrineettlhe standard,' :.';, .....

.. .

91
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
0 - 6X Standard requires an
additional test which measures
the,length of time the material
continues to burn oils flat

p surface atter exposure to a gas
flame. The rationalization *that
children who wear sizes 7-14 have
developed greater motor abilities
to help protect themselves from
the fire.
DOC FF 5-74 Standard-for the
,Flammability of Children's ,

Sleepwear, 7 - 14, Effective May
1,1975.
Applies to the same apparel as
above and requires the same

Cons ction of the garment cam
d.feet the performance and
aPpearance of the garment- .

whether it is pm-chased new or
used or borroMPti.
Information about selected
construction features can be used

predict the possible performance
the garment.
m construction affects both

the dwability of the garment and
the appearartae.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

4

Pre-Teaching: Arrange for the loan of a number of
ready-made garments of the ,%me general type from
local,stores: Select earments whip.' are part qf
studentS' wardrobes: A garment for every 2-3 students
Will provide opportunity for each student to become
involved in the examination of the garment. 4emove
or cover price of garments and,st'Ore identificafion.
Identify garthent 7' '174:771%

-Prepare copies of 074"eklast for-Constructitio arid'
Fabric Identification.'
Prepare copies of "How Do You Decide?"
:Assemble samples of construction features which
ilhAstrate the various statementsin the checklist for
coristruction. Sarni:it/play be nit of a garment
or itrnpleS prepared tTilteratatatements.
Transitionttlitheri or fabliE construction contribute
to the performance of garments. What other factors
contribute to garment performance?
What other qualities-are important to consider when
selecting a garihent?,
Accept responses and reeord.
Ideptify responses which are. similar.
.ine of the factprs whleh influence individuals'
selection of amarticular garment have to do witii
the garment's1style, gild general appearalitte4?.
Direct Students in thAsitiifetion of Part I of "Far
Do Yatkpecide?"
Transition:.The constrAction Of ii garment often
ih flu epees thes chOof garment.
Provide each student with a copy of the Checklist
for Construction Features.

.SUPPOOT
MATERIAL

S.M.15

etz

illustrate and explain the Aning of each of the
statements identified on the checklist.
Encourage students to identify construction featiires
on garments and samples which exemplify the
st4tements.
Relate construction features to apPearande and'wearing
performance of the garment.
Divide students into teams and haye each team examine
two of the ready-to-wear itenis displayad in the
olassroOin; Teams are to use the checkliSt to,record
findings and ratings.

,-e I



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Seams which are stitched evenly
will lie flat without bumps or

/wrinkles. An even seam allowance
indicates that seams have been
stitched to lie flat.
Seams which are 5/8" or wider
will allow for alteration to increase.
size if necessary.
Garments made of fabric which
tends to ravel will give longer
'wear if seam edges are finished
to prevent ravelling.
Seams which are stitched with even
stitches and ten to twelve stitches
per inch will give longer wear than
uneven stitching or fewer stitches
per inch:
Stitching throughout the garment
which is even in size and of an
appropriate length for garment will
add to the life of the garment.
Closings and fasteners such as
hooks, eyes, snaps, buttons which
are firmly attached Will add to the
durability of the garment.
Zippers which zip freely will add
to the life of the garment.
Zipperwiihich lie flat and are
inconsM'ious are usually desired.
Worked buttonholes which have

'Well-covered edges and are firmly
stitched will increase the life of
the garment.
BUttonholes which are interfaced
will be motp durabre.than those ._

which are riot interfaced.
Hems which provide extra width
will allow alteration tO increase
length.
Hems Which are,seaurely attached .

are morp likely.to be durable. , .
Security qf Attachment of hem.i
affected 135P length of stiVh. Long
stitchestrid to snag and pullout.

Aex,.4+ifIr7-r
" .

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

4
Teams may report findings to class and compare
quality of construction features noted in the several
garments.
On the hisis of reported information, rank garments
from highest to lowest in terms of quality of
construction.

Mark each garment with the appropriate number.

Direct students in the completion of Part, II of "How,
Do You Decide?"

4,

Pre-Teaching: Attach actual prices to garments which
were used in previous experieripe.
On the chalkboard or overhead projector, complete a
chart similar to the one below:
Garment
Identification

Construction
Rank Price

eg. A 3 $10.95
2-- $ 9.95
4 $10.98
1 $10.50

The price of an is not always Ask:
(*.an indication of quality in fabric

or construction.
,;!.;"! 4

3-14
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IIIIIPONCEPTUAL CONTENT

The cos of materials which are
used in making the garment will
affect the price charged. (eg.,':'

.. fabric, findings, machines, k
., ,.kniildings, etc.) i, .

.

:; The amstiant artd*skof labk,
required icOha A e'girrtiffit
will influeote t e price charged.

Je.g., ivageii.of he workers)
'Transportation and distribution,
costS will affect cost.
Promotion and advertising will
affect cost. Services offered by lif
the store will affect cost.4

The following typeiofinforination,
are found on the majority of
garments' hangtags.
Brand name is the special name
given to the product made by a
manufacturer to promote his/her
particular goods.

Advertisingis any actibn or
activity of-ihe producer which
calls attention to the availability
of goods,tringaroduced:
'AW-Certising is designed to make
consuiners aware of goods.
Advertising is often intended to
create a desire Nip particular
product in the rrifIld of the consumer.

,

Advertising attempts to convince
the consumer that one product is the
m6st desintble of all similar
products:
AdvertisinglInity provide several
kinds of information to the
cdnsumer..

L

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
As you look at the chart, what can be said about the
relationship of price and quality of consituction?
What might account for differences in price? Accept
students' responses.

What factors Might add to the cost of a garment? What
'might pontribute tolietter quality construction.

Refer to students' responses and expand on their
comments to illustrate factors which affect cost.

Direct students in completion of Parts III and IV.
"How Do VII Decide?"

Pre-Teaching: Order and preview the filmstrip,
"Getting Down to Basics About Advertising."
Collect garment hang tags and advertiSements of
garments.
Transition: Give each student a hang tag or an
advertisement. Ask:
Before we view the *strip, will you look carefully
at the item you just kieceived?
What do you find on the hangtag?
What do you find on the advertisement?
As you watch and listen to the filmstrip, consider
the following questions:
How it the information on the hangtag or
advertisement useful to the' seller of the produ
How isift- e information on the hangtag or
advertisement useillito the purchaser or con

View the filmstrip.
following the filmstrip, identify thetypes of
information presented on hangtagsand
advertisements and thenousefuln 'to the çonsumer.

3-15
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERAOION
Information which is want-geating
appeals to the emotions and is often
Vague. This type of ffitormation
provides limited inforrnation
about the prodUct.
Information whichis objective
tells about the prodikt in a
descriptive manner. Information
of this type could incllude the
following:

size
color

S,materials
finishes applied

Fab ic finishes are Obcesses
ap o fabrics to enhance the
per nee or appearance of the
fabric.

w

e

Ok7

Pre-Teaching: Write the names of the several
finishes on similar colored slips of paper wail the
name of the garment to which that particular
finish might be'applied.
e.g., Sanforized blue jeans

_.'ransition: Direct each student to select one of the
frblored slips of paper.

Students with similar colored pieces of paper
are to meet in a group.
Guide the students in the completion of the

1. Within your group,"share the ideas you have
regarding the meaning of the particular ,

term. Write the several ideas down.
2. -Using thQ ro-pourc aterials available in the

classroom, have sfudent sel ct one idea from
the group list to irivesLigte furti er as to its accuracy.

3. Prepare a statement which explains the meaning of
the term as your group understands it. Report to
the total.clitSs.

Sanforizing is a rmW:hanical
shrinkage control process used
on cotton and Iinn. -

Fabrics which have been sanforized
are guaranteed not to shrink more
than 1;,.
Shrunk and pre-shrunk are terms
used fo indiyate that residual
shrinkage will.bcless than.1%.
Wrinkle Resistanye is a finish applied
to Make fabric resistant to creasing
or wrinkling. .

Three types ofwrinkle-resistant
finishes 4re "Wash and Wear,"
"Durable. Press" and "Pekmanent
.P.ress,."

.

Items -which have durable press
..finisheshould be inspected for

smallWrinkles that may have
been heat set into the fabric
when the finish was applied.
These wrinkles are permanent.
Fabrics whch have a durable
press finis hotild maintain a
wrinkle-f appearance, pressed
appearance and'keep a crease or
pleat.

41

SUPPORT
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Pre-itching: Prepare.copies of "YOu're Goin.an a
Trip." PS.M.16
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

*-)0 An inventory of all the activities
' that an individual does as part of
*,* "his/her lifestyleVill help the_ j

person to visualize the types 37'
clothing needed for a particulak
season,

An inventory of.garments in the
individual's waridrobe will help
to identify the types of garments
already available and their
suitability tor various activities.

A coinparis
tems n

'the activi
life style
wardr
oNsurp

he inventory
Ut the -

are part of a
arments in the
tifyiaps and areas

mir

opping involves the
steps:

f

L ntification of qualities and
characteristics which are related
to the performance of the
product arid which are important
to the consurter.

2. Collection of accurate and
completeAnformation about
identified qualities in,regard to -
several products.
- Personal comparative shopping

Use of testing agency informiltion
e 3. Comparison of.products on basis of

information collected.
,Identification of similarities and ,

differences:
The decision to Obtain or not obtain
a partijJar itemiLbased on the
consu s ratinMf the importance

.14.0t: the 'several qualities to him/herself.
The i)eliefs or ideas Which consumers ,

haveiregarding what is good or
worth-while will influence choice
making.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Transition: Give each student or group of studefits
copies of "You're Going on a Trip."
Retad and explain instructions. Ask:

What steps can be taken to be certain tiv4, the
clothing taken on the trip will meet your needs?

What factors will inquence the choice of clothing.
to be taleen on the trip?
What problems might the individual have to solve?

n Flow can items alikady in the wirdiObe be used?_

Direct students in the several phases of the planning
activioty.

1. Identification of activities which are to be
corilidered in plariping clothing for the trip.

1. Inventory of present wardrobe'.
3:Selection of garments from' present wardrobe

which will meet needs. Identification of fiber
and care instructions.

4. Identification of the garments which will be
added to wardrobe.

5. Identification of methods which will be used to
secure additional garments.

Pre-Teaching: Arrange for a study trip to local retail
clothing and fabric store.
Students may complete rut of comparison shopping
activity at this time.

V.

Pre-Teaching: Select an item of w earing apparel or an
accessory which is a part of students' wardrobe, i.e.,
socks, facial tissue, T-shirt. Complete the Comparison
Shopping form through Parts 1 and 2 for that product.
Record information On overhead transparency. -
Collect samples of the product and/or information
about the product.
Transition: Let's im-agine that I am also going on a trip
similar to thei!trip in the situation you have.
I have decided that one df the items I will take with me
is

Reveal answer to question 1 on
form.
Continue through eaah step of
Shopping form explaining and
comparison shopping.

Students may examine produ
as pffrt of the activity.
When all information is assembled, ask:

,What are.the similarities among the products?
What are the differences?

co

Co arison Shopping

e Coinparison
lustrating phases of

ts and secure information

3.17
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ONCEPTUAL CONTENT

a

Consumers have a right to express
their satisfaction or dissatisfaction
with goods and serVices.
Expressing consumer satisfaction
can encourage manufacturers to
produce goods.and services of
desirable quality.
Satisfaction can be expressed in
person or through a telephone
message..
Wpiting a letter may also ...

communicate satisfaction and
may mean more since-time and
effort were taken to carry out
the actiVity.

Ex p re ssing dissatisfactiOn.may
result in the following:
- provide inforniation with which

business and industry can improve
its product, service, advertising
or paciiaging

- provide governMent agencies
with information needed to
carry out.their responsibilities

- may result in new legislation to
protect consumers,

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Identify several values which might influence choice
among items.
i.e., ease of care

low cost per unit
quality of product

Continue:
If ease of care were most important, which item
would I choose?
If low per unit cost were most important, which
item would I choose?
Guide students in the completion of comparison
shopping activity.
Take study trip for purposes of collecting information,.
Guide students in the completionof Comparison
Shopping activity. Students may report their
decisions to the class. As students report, help them
to identify values which influenced their choices.
The report forms Going on a Trip and Comparison
Shopping may be collected and feedback provided
for students.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare case situations. Students in
pairs may work with each situation.

Transition: The case situations which you have
received describe an event and a consumer's reaction
to that eVent. In your small group, consider the
following questions: .

1. What is the consumer's problem?
2. What are the different courses of action he/she Might

take?
3. Consider each course of action. Describe the ,

consequences that might happen if the consumer
followed that course of action (at least two things ;
should be identified for each course of action).

4. State what you think the consumer should do. (Thc
. partners may choose different alternatives.)

5. Explain why that alternative was'chosen.
'Guide students as they work -to reach a decision.
Encourage them to be thoughtful in completing
each of the steps.
Parts.2-5 may be done by ptudents as written
activity, collected by teacher and written fetdback
given. In addition, oral discussion of decisions may
expand students.' thinking.

3-18
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
- may receive value for money

spent (item replaced, money
refunded )

Consumers haye the right to receive
fair value fOr dollars expended.
Consumers have the responsibility
to take those actions lAtich help
and will secure fair value fOr
dollars expended. /

Before expressing dissatisfaction,
determine wbéthër the item was
given propene e. Read the labels.

,
's

If.yOu belieVe that the:product,is
, not performing accordiug tO
' expectations, prepare thern

following information as.part
oj,your expression of dissatisfaction:

kk
- description of produt (name,

modeT number,. serial number
etc, )
date of purchase
place of Purchase (name' and
address of your store or dealer)
clear deseription of your
problem and any steps you
have taken to solve it
Include with ydur letter or
verba1statement, copies of any
contracts,; receipts, labels,
letters dr Papers related to
your problern.

When expressing,dissatisfaction in
person; one is mbre likely to be
-heard if,the following procedure
is followed:
1. Identify yours if._
2. Have,the person,to whom you

are speaking identify him/herself
by name and pdAition.

Explain your problem clearly.
Stay calm.
Then listen to the other side of .

the story, there may have been a
misunderstanding.
If you feel you are in the right,
stick to your position. If one
person can't help you. ask to
Veak to ,another.

. If you still are unsuccessful in
obtaining redress, contact your
local Better Business Bureau or

7,.Chamher of Commerce.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION..
SUPPORT
MATERIAL

, Pre-Teaching: Arrange for store manager and/or
salesperson4o visit with students regarding
procedures which can be used to,express

,- 'dissatisfaction or satisfaction a product or
service.
If a resource person is not available, studentg may
role-play consulters and store personnel in several
of the case situations.
Guide.students, in consideration of the effects of
various approaches to expressing consumer complaints
and satisfactions.

..

Pre-
Write

,
aching: Review the follow'
statements on transparency.

3-19
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CONCEP UAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

The qualit97c;Tboth ready-to:wear
and self-prOduced garments depends .
on the type:of fabric selected and
the workmanship which is used in
producing the garment.
The persons responsible for making
decisions and performing Work,
related\iro these two aSpects or
garment production determine
the quality of the garment,
whether it is self-produc,ed or
purchased ready-made.
Garments of cOmparable cost and
quality may be Obtained by .41

either self.-prodUction or
purchasing .ready-to-wear.
SelPproduced garments may '
appear to be less expensive if the

' cost of labor to produce the item
is not considered.

The amannt of money an
individual has to spend determines
how much may be used to purchase
clothing. However, it is possible
0 obtain a satisfactory garment
at varying prices. Price.does not
necessarily indicate qtiality, fit,
style or care required. .

T`. Money is a resource which can
enable the consumer to purchase

'3*1 a particular garment. Whether the
garment will Provide satisfaction is
dependent upon the decision-oiaking
abilities of the consumer.
Used ready-to-wear garments or
hand-me-downs may be satisfying
items if they provide the desired
appearance, fit and meet other
quality and care standards.

1h The best way to obtain clothing is to make it
from fabric and pattern.

2. New.ready-to-wear garments are of better
quality than garments which are self-produced.

3. Used ready-to-wear garments or hand-me-doWn
garments are oever as satisfying as self-produced
garments.

4. The mOst important resource in helping a person
obtain clothing which is satisfying is money.

5. Knowledge of fabric properties is important in
obtaining garments which will be satisfying
regardless of the method used to obtain the -

garment.
'Add others.

Transition: On thetransparency, are several
statements which express points of view of
consunnis.,of clothing.
Reveal the first statement.
If you agree with the statement, raise your right ,
hand. If you disagree with the statement, raise
your left hand.
Following a show of hands, have students from
each group explain their reagons for agreeing
or disagreeing with the statement.
Encourage students toexpress their ideas clearly.'
Question students to assist them in understanding
the conditions which influence their ratings.
'Reveal the next statement and continue with a
similar activity,'

9 9
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S.M. 1:

CASE SITUATIONS: ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ACQUIRE CLOTHING

The school choir is giving a. pop 'concert id three, vieeks._-Thaboys have
decided _to wear dark slacks.aDd long-sleeved turtle neCk.sweaters. The
girls are planning to wear long dteases. Sue'is a member of the.choir
and plans to-take part in the concett. At this,time, she does, not:have
a long dress..-She has not needed one before; 'Jack has a Similar deci-
sion to make in regard to:the sweater. He has several sweaters but norTO
have turtle necks47as he dislikes the style. For the concert, he has de--
cided he would,-.1ike to wear that particular style sweater.

The jacket 'John/Jane has worn, for the fall season the last two years has
worn spots at the elbows. The jacket is a little short and somewhat tight'
across the shoulders. The style and' color of the jackat-are still populat.
John/Jane has about $20. salted ftom a aummer job.'

Sara/Paul has been invited to visit with relatives on their ranch in Mon-
taha. The invitation said to be sure to rIng some boots for hiking and
walking. Sara/Paul .doesn't have a pair of 1-_,-)ts of the kina suggested./
At home there is little need for them.- Sara/Paul has priced boots and.
finds they range in cost from $20. to $30.

Bill/Sally started school with what he/she thought was an adequate number
of outfits. However, some.,of the tops have become too small' and several -

pairs Of pants are beginning to show wear at the knees. Bill/Sally has
. about $15 that could be used to add garments to his/her.wardrobe.

0

10 0
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S. M. 2

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR INQUIRY ON SHOPLIFfING

1. What does it mean to shoplift? Is shoplifting the same as stealing?

2. About how much shoplifting goes on in your business?

3. What is the dollar 6lue lOst through shoplifting in your business?

4. What do you do when you gffnect someone is a shoplifter?

5. Do you report shoplifters to the police?

6. Mow do you feel about shoplifters?

7. Would you let someone who had shoplifted from your business come back
into the store? Uhder what coniitions?

8. What action do the police take when they are notified of 4 suspected
case of shoplifting?

9. What is the penalty for shoplifting?

0. If you are shopping in a store and see someone shoplift, what.shduld you
do? .-Why?

Suggestions to consider when usik. 'a Resource Person or Persons.

1. Prepare students for the guest speaker..

2. Give speaker ideas or suggestions in the content that you would like'coVered.
0

3. Arrange a date and time in advance and check the date again closer to the.
time.

4. Give speaker directions and procedure to follow in getting to your room.

5. BO present during the speaker's presentation to be of help and know what
is taking place.

6. Tell the speaker the time he/she has to speak
,

7. Write a note of thanks.

8. Check'with the school for th4r approval before asking speaker.

3-2 2



S.M. 3 SURVEY: HOW DO PEOPLE, GET THEIR CLOTHING?

Directions: CoMplete the following survey yourself.

Part I - Place a pencil mark in thy column which indicates the usual method,you
use to acquire the fo14owi ng items of clothing.

Part II - Select a person older than yourself and ask that person to Answer the
A

questions on the survey.

Place a pen mark in the column which indicates the usual method the
person you interview uses to acquire the same items of clothing.

. .

,What is the usual method I.,;;; which you
obtain the following clothing?

(7r

2 3
a( 1l 0
w 0

§
4'43

1

m
I 1

0

.

4)
Z

i:

Slacks,:pants, jeans
,

.,-

Blouse or shirt

Skirt

Dress
, % ,

Goats and Jackets
,

.

TZETters

Part III - Indicate with a x mark the resource8 you uSe when obtaining clothing
by each of the methods.

Indi;.ate with a (+) mark the resources the person you interyiewed
indicated that he/she used.

,

What aretthe resources used to
obtain clothing?

00 H
r-i
4-I

co
co

W
P
W

8'4
. .

Purchased new ready-ta-wear

Purchased used ready-ta-wear
--

Self-produced ,

-

Remake or-renovate
. .

,

.

-

.

Harrow
-

N
,_.

-

,

Ret
. - .

1 ,

Mark the resources which you.have.

4



ABSORBENCY

///

Nodlisorbent Absorbent

P.'

10 ;



RESILIENCY
cd'

Resilient

F

N

Not 'Resilient loG



ABRASION

Resists brasion Does not resist

Abrasion
107



.g. M. 7

TESTING:FIBER PROPERTIES

pontrol Fabric

V.

Asontro1 fabric sample is a piece of fabric in its original form. The pur-
pose is to maintain an original sample for purposep of comparison,after com-

pletin$ each experiment in order to seg whatieffea, ifpny,,each experimen-
tal procedure,has on thefabric telted:

Procedure for testing: /.

a) Follow 'Lhe procedures described below.
b) Record observations on the Recording Form.

. c) Describe the appearance of the fabric after each test.

Water' AbSOrbency.

1. Take a fabric strip, 1 1/2" wide and 6 - 10" long.

. 2. PlaCe one end "(about 1") in a glass of colored water.

3. Leave the ample in the water for 5 minutes.

Raliove. he sample. *Measure ths length of the'fabric
which ties absorbed water.

5. Record Results.

1'
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S. H. 7 (colt.)
WRIlikLE RESI.STANCe'

Fold a 2" square of fabric twice so as to make a 1" square.

Place a pound sleight (eg., books, bricks).- on top pf the folded sample.

' Leave the weight on\blae sample for 5 minutes:

4. Remove the weight and unfold the ..sainple but do not smooth. 1..klow
sample to 7r emain .undisturbed' for 5 mintit es .

,Obaerve :the sample to see. if the wrinkles remain or come out.

6. Record observations.

7. Wet the sample and repeat steps . 6.

44,1.
STRENGTH

1.. Remove one warp yarn from a ,,,fabric sample, .3" X 3".

2. Pull the yarn until: it .breaks . Does it break easily or with difficulty?

3. Slightly tear the ,
sample when dry. Does it tear easily ,or with difficulty?

4. Wet the sample. Slightly tear the sample. Was it, easier to tear th,-3.
. sample when wet or /hen dry?

5. Record observations and -responses.
'44

ABRASION

1. Rib a dry fabric sample, X 3", on a piece of fine sandpaper, three
times:

2. Repeat procedure in step 1 Note appearance of fabric. Record observa
t ion .

3.

4.

Repeat procedure in step 1. Note appearance of fabric. Record observe/tion.
.

.Wet fabric sample and repeat steps 1 3 Record observations. /

3728
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S. M. cont.)

HEAT SENSITIVITY

1. Irone fabric sample, 4" X 4", at a cool, dry setting.'

Record any changes in the fabric appearance or characteristics.

3. Iron the fabric sample at a hot, dry Setting.-

4. .Record any ehanges in the fabric aitearance'or characteristics.

FLAMMABILITY

1

Hold a fabric sample, 3" X 3", with a,pair of tongs - tweezers.

Placa a lighted candle flame at the lower edge Uziti1 the fabric
appears'to flame.

3. Rempve.the canale and observe the fabric. Note color,..ash and smoke.

4. Did the fabric continue to burn? Did it melt or drip? Did it self -
extinguish? Dpes the smoke have a.characteristic odor? Dpes it burn

.44
quickly?

.3-29
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S. M. 8

OBSERVATION FORM FIBER PROPERTIES

A. Control Sample. .Fiber

1

ntent B. Water Absorbency

/./

/

Wrinkle Resistance.

Observation When Dry: .

,

When Wet:

"
'

3-30
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Observiron:
A

D. Strength

ObservattOn..one thread:

Dry tear:

,\Wet oar:

...,
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S. M. 8 (cont.)-

E. Abrasion

Observation

Step 1

Step 2'

_Steps 3

A

G. Heat Sensitivity -.Ironing

Observation

Cool Setting:

Warm Setting:

Hot S'etting:

F. Abrasion - Wet

Observation at end pf

Step 1
L

Ste; 2

Step 3

so

H. Flammability

Speed of flame

Melting 'or dripping

Self-extinguish

Characteristic odor

a

Smoke

Summarize the general characteristics of.the fiber tested.

1. Absorbency

2. Wrinhle resistance

3. Strength

4. Abrasion

5. Heat Sensitivity

11 2



S.,. M. 9

,

FIBER

SUMMARY CHART:- PROPERTIES/6 FIBER
,

Water
Absor Resili Str
bency ency

Cotton

Dry
gth Abrasion Heat

Sensi Flammability
tivity

Nylon

Polyest er

Wool

3-32
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S. M. 10

Type of
,Garment

Wanted

/ WHAT WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
/

Activities fOr
Which GarMelit
Will E.ie Worn

Qualities'

Wanted Fiber Construction

Pants
`*\

Pants

Outdoor work -
mowing ,,lawn, Wash-

ing windows, wash-
ing car, caring for
animals and pets

(Spring,and Summer)

Special dressy occa
sions - parties,
.weddings
(Spring and Summer)

School wear
(Fall and Winter)

. Hiking, camping, sOft-,
ball, tennis, horse-,

, back riding
(Spring and Summer)

Skating, Walking or
hiking

,

(Winter)

Easily cleaned. Cotton

Comfortable, strong,. , or
abrasion resis- -

tant, no ironing' 'Cotton
.Polyester

blend

List other types of garments and activi.ties.
.

114
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S. M. 11

NATURAL FIBERS .

Cotton

FIBER CLASSIFICATION CHART'

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

JCellulose

'ow

MAN-MADE FIBERS

Generic .

Name Trademarked"Name

Rayon
Bemberg-Beaunit Corp.

Corp.

Avril -FMC Corp.

Amer. Viscose Div.
Fortisam- Celanese

Cor2. of America

Acetate
Avisco - FMC Corp.
Amer. Viscose Div.

Ceianese - Celanese
Corp. of.America

Wool./
Silk
Sil

Mohair

Protein Azlon
Marinova
Lanital

r ,

Asbestos ,Mineral

Condensati n Polymer Fibers

Additional Polymer Fibers

3-34
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ye'

'0- Anidex
Acrylic
crilan
Creslan
Orlon
Zefarn

Metallics
Lurex
Metian

Glass
, Fiberglass

,411P

Nylon
Caprolan - Allied

dorp.

Cantrece
:Font deNemours
DuPont - E.I. duPont
stgNeM9UrS. P

cron 7 E.I. duFont
eNemouys

rtiel - Fiber In-
dustries Inc. '

Kodel - Eastman Kodak
Company



S. M. 11
(cont.) /

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION , ,
.5'

i

. Generic
,

Additidhal Polymer Fibers (cOnt.) Name

Mbdacrylic

Nytril

Olefin

Trademared NiMe

Dynel

/ Tolgethylene
hercu on.,

Saron
Vinal

i

Vinyon

.

Elastomer

(5

1.1G
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Spandex/.

Rubber:

v.

-r

Laste

4

I
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aor

- SAMPLE LABEL INFORMATION CHILDREN SLEEPWEAR

. 65%. vinyon
,

35% Polyester

Flame
Retardant
Garmt-nt'

Siact-r-

A
2 - 3

Machine Wash
Warm Tumble Dry
.Low Abet.

DID" Not Iron

TFPIA

Permanent
Care

To retain Flame-Retardance, do not use soii). Use any good

detergent.

.V.

3-36
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(

CASE STUDIES: BURN VICTIM AND FLAMMABLE FABRICS

Ruth, 15 months old, pushed,a chair.in front of the electtic stove,
climbedon it to reach for a row of glass spice bottles at the rear
of the stove, and somehow turned one of the surface burner knobs to
the "high" setting.

Ruth's mother was dress g in an Upstairs bedroomvand it took her a
few secpnds to respond t her daughter's sc earns. When the mother ran
into the kitchen, she saw Ruth on top.ofthèI stove,.totally engu
in the flames of her burning tton nightgown. By the-time the f,lames
were.amothered and her clothi g removed, the child had iecond . ird-
degree burns over 70% of her od1. Even with prompt hospital dare,
Ruth died eight hours later.

Mts. Green, a 78 year-old widow, waS using the gas stove in her apart-
merit kitchen when her housecoat and flannel nightgown ignited. By the
time her neighbors were able to get/into the apartment and help in put-
tang out the flames, Mrs. Green had(burns--some extremely deep, on one- .

third of her bodi:' Her injuries re' lted in her death two weeks after
the accident.

3-37
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S. M. 14 - CACKLIST FOR FABRIC IDENTIFICATION AND CONSTRUCTION FEAT*

Examine each ga

Fiber Content:

Care Instruction:

which you are considering purchasing for the following:-

4,4

Cleanliness and,
pressPig

Construction.of gar-
ment - Thread

Machine top stitch-
\ing

Machine stitching
within .garrilent

Seams

Facings

Rating: 1 2 -
/3

3

soiled, wrinkled,
construction de-
tails not pressed

'does not match or

contrast with
color of fabric

crooked,teneven
dtance from edge;,
stitches.of dif-
ferent length

uneven in
lengt ; not alike.
"on b th sides

number per inch
will not hold gar-
ment Parts securely

IP

uneven width; bul-
ky, puckered, im-
properly finished
for fabric;

will ravel or
otherwise be un-
satisfactory

stretched, poorly
turned and finished;
does not lay emoothly

3-38
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clean, frees
from wrinkles,
construction
details pressed

,

matche's or con-
trasts with
cpIor-of fabric

stitching evep
..)distance from

edge; stitches
of same length

stit:ches even in
.length; alike,on
both sides

Score

,.

,number per inch
will hold garment
parts securely

even in width
smooth, flat;

appropriate fin-
ish for fabric;
will give satis-
factory wear

smooth, satis-
factory width,
turned and fin-
ished



S. M. 14 (cont.
4

Darts

Gathers,

Plackets
Zippers

Hem

collars'

fast eners

as.

.4so

.Ratink: 1 - 2

unevenly or abrupt-
ly tapered; puckers,
thteads not fas-
tened

Improperly located;
unevenly distributed

Bulky, uneven stitch-
ing; does hot liq
flat; difficult to
close opening

conspic ous, uneven,
bulky; stitching
visible;. inskcure

stitching

uneven points, does
not lie smooth; join-
ng seam visible --

not placed where
needed; unevenly
spaced; insecurely

//attaclmed

120
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evunly and
gradually
tapered;
threads fas-
ten-ed.

properly lo-
cated and
-evenly dis-
tributed

smooth, even
stitching; in-
conspicuous;,
opening is
easily closed

incoCspicuous,
even, smOoth
stitching in-
visible; secure
stitching

_

even points,
lies smooth;
joining seam

piaced and
spaced correct-
ly; securely
attached

J
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am.

HOW pc YOU DECIDE?

, .

4.

Part I. Displayed'in tc1assrooni are sev,p garments
ments as you ight if you.wereWindow shopping.
ished, write-the letter, of the garment that you
space below and answer the question:.1

Look at' the gar-:

When you haVe fin-
would buy in the

1,,Tly-did you sele bt this garment?

Pa t T . What was the ranking of the garment you sele ted, in Part I when
qualitSr- of construction' Was studied. Write t
ranking in the space below. '

e number of the

Part III. Write the price oi-the garm
space below.

you selected in Part.I in the

Part IV. Consider the garments which were displayed
the letterrof the garment you would choose
answer thetquestion.

I would choose garment because

in the classroom. Write.

in the space below and '

3-40
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Note to the Teacher:

YOU'RE GOING ON A TRIP

:

-Select one.er more of the following situat'ons or develop-others wthieh
wduld be releyant to ygur studente. Des ibe'at the beginhing.of stu-
dents' fOrms:::-,

Suggested Situations:

1: One-week trip to Chicago with a youth group suchas 4.-H, FHA, FFA,
Scouts or Campfire.

ne-week vacation trip with.family. Family will be housed in hotels,
Motels or,campgrounds.

3. One-week trip to visit bn older sibling Atending 'school in another
city.

Insert appropriate dollar amount irOstatement five on students forms.

STUDENT FORM

,YOU!RE GOING ON A TREP

Description df.Situation:

Limitations:

1. One medium-sized piece of luggage. Student must be able to carry it
for 6 -10 city blocks.

2. All acCessories and items of clothing needed for the one-week visit-
Including underwear, sleepwear and outer wear.

3. Items currently in the wardrobe may be used.

(146
4. Laundry f1 itiebr hand laundry will be available. An iron wili

be available7opily if. it is brofteht with the traveller.
-111'

5. A limit is set r thepurchape of items-to be added to the wardrebe.

\
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S. M. 16 (cont.),

Reporting Choices: Use the following form to report the choices You
have made. Check (X) by those items, which are
Currently part of your wardrobe.

Garment

Selected Fabric
Care

Required Reasons for Selecting Item

3-42
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COMPARISON SHOPPING

1. -Item which will be added tor.tne wardrobe.

2. What are the q4Ilities which are desired in the item or garment to be
.added to your wardrobe?

4111fr,

How 411 the item be added to your wardrobe?

411

a. Why did you select the particular method in h5 above?

..t

List the types of information you will consider in comparing different
garments. Make up an appropriate checklist.

54 Collect information of -,he type identified in #4.
are to be examined.

6. Which garment would you purchase?

Why?

At least two garments

124
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S. ,M. 18
CASE SITUATION

Sally decided to make a new top to wear for school. She found some fabric.
0,.0n sale at Sew-and-Go Fabric Store and purchased two yardg% She thought a

care label was to be given with each fabric purchase. ,The clerk did not /

give her a'care label with the,fabric. What should she do?.

John purchased a red and white striped knit shirt. After washing it in
' hot water the white became pink. John was unaware of the care 'label with
Instructions ahich said launder in warm water. What can he do?

George received a pair of jeans for his.birthday. After wearing them
several times, he noticed that the snap at the waist was loose and about
to come off. George doesn't know where the jeans were purchased. What
can he do? ,

Mary decided she needed a winter jacket that was wa
and wrinkle resistant. .She had $20. to spend. Ma
that met the criteria and purchased it in e a
and she iS, very pleased With the performande'of the
can she do?

machine washable,
found a ski jacket

t is now Spring
jacket. What should/

Bob bought k size medium shirt, but he really.needed a small. He returned'
it tothe store, and they cheerfully exchanged it. He was liery pleased.
What can/should he do?

Martie had a blouse of synthetic-Tabric. While ironing the' garment, the
fabric became disc4ored and hard. The area affected was the collar. -
What should she do?

//
Gene was wearinglis.favorite blue sweafer when he noticed a thread hanging
from it. He pulled the thread to remove it and caused part of the seam to
rip out. The seam was a continuous chkri stitch where the threads had not
been secured and clipped. What shou /can he do?

Michael and Sandra had combined their allowance poney to get their little
sister, a present for her fourth birthday. They had,decided to buy her a
pair Of plain colored pajamas and decorate the top with embroidery. As they
shopped, they found a yellow,pair for $3.89 which were finishe&with a ;lame
retardant finish\and a light green pair.for $3.50. There was no informatio
they could see aboUt flame retardant finish on the pajamas priced at $3.5
What should they do?

3-44
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, CARE LABELS

1. _Decision problem is recognized: An individual purchased fabric which,,
was priced at more than ,$3. per yard. After leaving the store, it was
realized that the sales clerk hadn't included the care label "With the
purchan.

2. Considering alternatives:

a. Don't bother with the label. Forget about it.
b. Go back to the store with purchase to get the label, but.donq men-

tion error to clerk.
c. Go back to store with purchase to get label and mention error tb

clerk.
d. Cail store and have clerk read label information but don't mention

error.

e. Gall store and have clerk read label information and mention:error
to clerk.

f. Go'to store and talk to manager. Get label informa

3. Predicting consequences of alternatives;

/'
a. By forgetting about the label, I will save/the time and energy used

in going back to ask for it.
b. I won't run the chance of the clerk 76arrassing me.
c. ,I may rui e material because I win't have the care instructions.

I may ose my money if the fabric/is ruined.
d. I ow that I have a-right to toh/e care label, and I will feel cheated

ecause I didn't get it. /

Other people may have the spine problem. If I speak up, maybe the
store,will correct their *ration.

4. Clear statemAt of studer,j choices of alternatives.

5. Clear statement of reas,Ins for choices.

12G
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Matio

CarsOn

DalyJosep
Minneso
ment ot
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Visuals:
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